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Dorm profiles are back by popular
demand' Find out which dorm has the
most dorm damages and other antec-
dotes for them on pages 6-11.
Field hockey notched their first victory
of the 2004 campaign. Check out the
rest of the exciting Camel sports action
on pages 13-14.
Get the inside scoop on nuts and bolts
ofWCNI, Conn's very own student-run
alternative radio station (page 4).
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BY THoMAS McEvoy
NEWS EDITOR
The Student Government
Association (SGA) announced in
one of their recent meetings that
College staff and administrators are
discussing proposals to close
Harkness Dining Hall. Though pre-
liminary, various ideas have been
snggested as to how the space
should be used in the future.
Director of Auxiliary Services,
Greg Hopkins, stated that the funda-
mental goal of the plan is to close
Harkness Dining Hall and move its
deli bar to Smith Dining Hall. South
Campus already operates three other
dining halls for lunch - Freeman,
Jane Addams, and Knowlton - so
College officials feel that a fourth
dining hall would be better utilized
in another part of campus. Smith
would become the only dining hall
in Central Campus open for lunch.
A main reason for moving din-
ingservices from Harkness to Smith
is because it would "cut safety prob-
lems in half', Hopkins said.
Currently, dining staff members
have been doing catering from the
back of Knowlton. This is a safety
hazard, Hopkins noted, because
there is no loading dock so all goods
have to be hand-carried off trucks.
Furthermore, Sm.ith offers more
space to work than Harkness.
Various groups and individuals
on campus have been expressing
how they would like the space to be
used. Hopkins said, "Every contin-
gency on campus would like to use
that space." One faculty member
suggested using the room to hold
BY LAUREN RE'FF Hopkins-Gross. A goal of the task
force was to make the Student
Handbook easier to read and follow.
The committee completely over-
hauled the handbook and the judicial
process by researching those of
other institutions.
Last year there was no task force,
but Dean Millstone and Assistant
Dean Hopkins-Gross have come
across portions of the handbook that
they feel could be improved. Thus,
they decided to form a permanent
Judicial Task Force.
The new task force will be co-
chaired by Dean Hopkins-Gross and
J-Board Chair, Jay Karpen. Other
members will include Dean
Millstone, Jim Miner, SGA
President Pete Lelek, two members
of the SGA General Assembly, one
Faculty member, and one J-Board
class representative. Millstone and
Lelek are responsible for establish-
ing the agenda for the task force,
which should be available to the
campus community shortly.
The Judicial Task Force will
meet through the second semester of
next year and will reconvene at the
beginning of each academic year.
Their weekly meetings will not be
open to the public, but all of its rec-
ommendations will be brought
before the College community
before they are implemented.
STAFF WRITER
The Office of Student Life has
discussed plans to create a perma-
nent Judicial Task Force. The pur-
pose of the task force will be to
reform the student handbook by sub-
mitting recommendations to the
Student Government Association
(SGA), the Office of Residential
Life, or other organizations that have
the power to reform areas that are
deemed problematic.
The idea for a Judicial Task
Force is not new. There were two
similar committees in previous
years. The first focused on reforming
the alcohol policy, refining the
Judicial Board procedures and regu-
lations, and establishing the Case
Review Team. The Case Review
Team is comprised of the Assistant
Dean of Student Life, Anne
Hopkins-Gross, the Director of
Campus Safety, Jim Miner, the
Judicial Board Chair, and a Campus
Safety officer. It determines charges
for students that had complaints filed
against them by faculty, staff, stu-
dents, or Campus Safety officers.
The second and most recent
Judicial Task Force convened in the
2002-2003 school year. It was com-
posed of three students, including
the Judicial Board Cbair, one faculty
and staff member, Dean of Student
Life, David Millstone, and Anne
Plans are underway to close Harkness Dining Hall in January and move lunch services to Smith. (Greenman)
seminars. A more popular idea has A committee that Greg Hopkins If the proposal is indeed
been to convert the area to a meeting serves on is assessing these varied approved to move Harkness Dining
space or a common room for stu- ideas to determine the best way to Hall's service to Smith, Hopkins
dents, since Harkness lost its com- utilize the area. "We hope to have noted that the change would most
mon room this past year when addi- that analysis done in the next couple likely take place in January.
tional student rooms were needed. of weeks," Hopkins said.
College Proposes Cultural Prof. Simon HayJoins English Department
Lounges for LGBTQ BvGRACEIJ7.AIlE~'KENDAll strongly in cricket, which IS among tbree of the not 100 windy. Other personal favontes of Hay
dM- - S' d STAFFWRITER aspects from New Zealand the professor would include "Paradise Lost," by John Milton, Derekan tnority to ents like to share with the campus community. A Walcott's "Omeros,' and "Mason and Dixon," by
I Splashing in puddles, especially considering resounding promotion for "Fl)'ing Nun," a Thomas Pynchon. Although Professor Hay is
\ last week's weather, and listeuing to your new Dunedin record label that produced several bands only fluent in the English language, he also draws
aces they were intended to be for iPod does not seem too shabby a sport, according and albums from the late seventies on, also found attention to the beauty of translated Japanese lit-
he students who need them. to one of the latest additions to the Connecticut its way into this list, along with beech trees. A erature. Finally, Simon Hay is partial to music
As for why these spaces are College English Department. After appropriate beech tree forest is Simon's "favorite forest to go from The Weakertbans, The Mekons, and Lucinda
needed on campus, Krystle Guillory, prompting, Professor Hay conceded that musical hiking in." Professor Hay has explored the sur- Williams.
Chair of Multicultural Affairs on the "aqua-romping" is his favorite activity to do in the rounding foliage, but said that he prefers his treas- On the subject of participating in the ideal
Student Government Association rain. Alongside such leisure, Hay now shares with ured beech tree forest back home. academic environment, Hay said, "The ideal situ-
explained that many minority stu- the College community his academic background Hopefully New London will oblige Professor ation would be teaching students who
dents experience a culture shock in postcolonial literature and critical theory. He Hay and provide perfect sweater weather during care ... [therefore] I don't really care where I am or
when they come onto our campus. will be teaching three classes this Fall Semester: this academic year, as he conceded enjoyment for who I'm teaching."
Connecticut College, being an over- Literature of the Atlantic World (English 493, weather just cold enough to wear a sweater, but
whelrningly white campus, can be 494), Introduction to Postcolonial Literature
much different from some students' (English 236), and English 220.
high schools and neighborhoods. As a New Zealand native, Hay received his
This difference can be very discon- undergraduate degree in philosophy at Massey
certing, which Guillory says is one University. After receiving his Ph.D. at Duke
of the reasons that programs such as University, Hay returned to Massey to teach for
the cultural lounges are needed to two years. He now joins Connecticut College as
make minority students feel SUppOrT- the Sue & Eugene Mercy, Jr. Assistant Professor
ed. While the numbers of students of of English .:
color are steadily increasing with Toward the conclusion of his studies at
each new class, Connecticut Massey, Hay began to realize the questions he put
College's numbers are still lower to the Philosophy Department were not inquiries
than many of our peer institutions. to be answered within the framework of philo-
The number of faculty members that sophical thought. Soon thereafter, he shifted his
belong to a minority group is also gaze and scholastic pursuits to .tbe critical study
considerably lower on this campus. of literature,
The LGBTQ lounge is being ere- Growing up and studying in a country with a
ated in part to create a space where "peripheral vision of metropolitan centers," Hay
students can go and feel safe and be feels it is only appropriate to examine the domi-
able to communicate in an under- nation/subordination and peripheral/internal
standing environment. Many issues between national entities in the postcolo-
LGBTQ students feel discriminated nial literature of both America and Britain.
against and are not "out". so this Professor Hay also specializes in twentieth-centu-
space will enable those students to ry British and British colonial literature, which he
know that they are in a protected believes will find itself very applicable to all of
environment. his classes.
In addition to benefiting the "I don't believe in ghosts," Hay declared when
LGBTQ and minority students on the topic of his dissertation was addressed. For
campus, programs like this are also the past six years, Professor Hay has attacked the
aimed at making Connecticut modern representation of the present as ghost-
College more attractive to prospec- like. As an extension to his original dissertation,
tive students. One of the ways that Hay is also considering larger concepts of melan-
Conn is working on increasing choly and the gothic in modern Atlantic narra-
diversity on campus is by· making tives. For a more complete description of his aca-
sure that there are enough programs demic pursuits, Professor Hay's faculty profile
and support systems. These suppo';! can be accessed on Camel Web.
On tf<'e other hand, Simon Hay believes
By MAUREEN DURKIN
STAFF WRITER
Students of color and Lesbian
Gay Bisexual Transgender
Queer/Questioning (LGBTQ) stir-
:~:~ a~a;eonnp~~~~~t ~~lle~:m 1~;
designed specifically for the:£' to
gather and to create a support system
for each other. In the coming
months, two of these areas, known
as "Cultural Lounges," will be estab-
lished.
Cultural Lounges are essentially
common rooms, except that they are
intended specifically for students of
color and LGBTQ students. The
lounge created for students of color
is focused on drawing Black, Latino,
and Asian students.
Various groups and individuals
on campus are involved in creating
these lounges. Members of the Unity
House staff are assisting with the
project, although it is not directly
associated with Unity House itself.
Student Life, members of the Unity
House staff, and Sexual Orientations
United for Liberation (SOUL) will
be involved with implementing the
spaces for students of color and
establishing CQ2, a support group
for LGBTQ students on campus.
The College Administration has
also been supportive of the project.
Legally, the College cannot specifi-
cally exclude other students from the
lounges, but the groups wbo the
lounges are being created for will
simply be asking that other students
respect that the lounges were
desigued for a particular purpose.
Therefore, the administration and
these groups hope that other students
will cooperate in allowing the
10 nges to be the fe, supportive
New English professor, Simon Hay, is teaching three classes, including Post-colonial Literature (Dunay)continued on page 5
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EDITORIAL&OPINION
,,~J10Wspirit: Don't snub Camelympics
.,\, .Today parades of students will be marching into Harris, led by their respective donn flag-bearers. It would be
':!leahening to think that every student on campus was among this event, instilled with an unbreakable sense of school
spirit. Yet yon will still find those oblivious cliques, all smug in their own worlds. Ironically, Camelympics is the
epitome of Conn's broken spirit.
1 111<,[heoriginal intent behind Camelympics was to provide a weekend alternative to students besides drinking and
J16 promote a sense of community within each donn. Over the years, however, Camelyrnpics has come to override
'''this purpose, as students either blow-off the weekend-long activity or they increasingly arrive to events intoxicated.
'Clearly, these students are not testaments of dorm pride, unless they are expecting to win while drunk.
'.'d I Perhaps students feel that Camelympics is a juvenile event, in which they would never dare participate bec~use
'br their sacred self-image. These are the same students, nevertheless, that partake in the drinking games you see at
....Ihigli'school house parties. Indeed, these games are no less juvenile than any Camelympics event, as they encourage
~'birtge drinking to the extent that students are incapable of legitimate socializing, which other social events, such as
kegs, foster.
n., 'The lack of dorm spirit further illustrates ignorance by members of the campus community to the efforts of stu-
;> dent leaders. The Board of Governors and Housefellows have been working for weeks on Camelympics, and the atti-
tude by students to ignore the event displays a sense of arrogance, especially when the student body expresses
"increasing dissatisfaction to several aspects of how the College is operating.
.. ," oA footnote remark should be made, however, noting the unwavering support a large portion the campus com-
-munity shows towards sports teams. You will see the same students cheering on Camels game after game.
ll·Nevertheless, many of these same students will still retire to their cliques at some point. It is not anyone's position
'to judge students' social preferences, but as members of a larger community, one would hope that they could free
, themselves for at least one day from any apathy or self-absorption to join others for a community building event.
',,' cIndeed, Camelympics should strengthen Conn as a campus - uniting students together through fun-filled, spirit-
ed.events, The resistance of many to open-up to the community as a whole, however, leaves a blotch on the College
'as a~close-knit campus. As long as students remain fixated on their own little tables in Harris as others attempt to
"preserve an important characteristic Conn offers, the campus community will continue to remain segregated in their
. ?Wn separate worlds.
\,"" ,.
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"Voice" your opinions write a
letter to the Editor.
send to:
ccvoice@conncolI.edu
il'"
.POliCIES
LETfERS TO TIlE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
artack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any sub-
mission. Letters should be Single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification. Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
;,r. ,. ADVERTISEMENTS
The College Voice is an open forum. The opin-
lrr H
,/?,ns expressed by individual advertisers ate
",~eir own. In no way does The College Voice
~ \i.fldors~ the views expressed by individual
"a<!lvertisers. The College Voice will not accept
ITads it deems to be libelous, an incitement to
JI'viblence, or personally damaging. Ad rates ate
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
Manager Sarah Mercurio. The College VOtce
reserves 'the right to accept or reject any ad.
The Editots-in-Chief shall have final ~ontent
.'F,. I The final deadline for advertising ISAal!prova. .,
'5'00 on the Wednesday preceding publi-.... p.m.
·,,_eation.
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"
THINK YOU HAVE WHAT IT,::
. ".:
TAKES TO BE THE NEXT
JORDAN GEARY? "
I '
The Voice continues the search for a,
new editorial cartoonist. Submit yout,
work to box 4970.
Questions? Call Emily at x3927.
..
Emily Kanter, '07
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Demcracy under threat
because of Bush
Dear Editor,
American democracy is threatened by the current
administration inWashington. The past three-and-a-half
years have seen a steady diminishing of the trust and lib-
erties on which our country depend for its life .
Democracy depends on honesty. Following the last
election, we were told that the administration would
work to bring the country together; instead it has pro-
duced the most divisive nation in recent memory. We
were told that the administration did not believe in
"nation-building"; instead we have witnessed the most
ambitious international incursions in modem American
history. We were led to believe that there was a clear
relationship between the horrendous attack by al Qaeda
and the Iraqi regime; we now know that this was not true
and the evidence cited was weak or non-existent. From
the "clear skies initiative" to the "healthy forests initia-
• tive" and far beyond, we have been misled' into believing
what was not true, Deception and misrepresentation
weaken the fonndations of democracy.
Democracy depends on openness. Excessive secre-
cy is a cancer in the heart of democracy. While every
government is obliged to protect the nation by keeping
certain plans and documents from the public eye, this
administration has turned our government into one vast
secrecy operation. From energy policy to the investiga-
tion of September II, from the sealing of the papers of
past presidents to the resistance to investigating Abu
Gbraib, our right to know has been thwarted. When
"secret" is stamped on so many matters of public con-
cern, the nation's conscience is silenced and democracy
is diluted.
Democracy depends on respect for contrary views.
OUf system of government is designed to bring together
people of different perspectives to develop commonly
accepted goals and directions. It is harmful to democra-
cy when an administration repeatedly brands as unpatri-
otic those who disagree with its plans or take issue with
its decisions, Not only are those with differing under-
standings not sought out but they are actively shunned.
Scientific data which are not supportive of the adminis-
tration's policies are ignored or expunged. When there is
little or no respect for those with honest differences, and
when agreement is demanded of all citizens, democracy
is endangered.
Democracy depends on leadership representing all.
This administration, however, has blatantly preferred the
wealthy and the well-positioned. Recent tax cuts have
benefited the non-needy beyond all reason while leaving
the poorest without crucial help. To represent the few
while ignoring the many, to favor the wealthiest while
producing a monstrous deficit which will burden ours
and future generations. IS to faIl the most baSIC test of
leadership, It is unwise, unjust and undemocratic.
We are responsible for democracy's welfare. Please
do your part to protect democracy by voting this
November.
Sincetely,
Elisabeth Miller, '05
Beware of the draft
Dear Editor,
It comes down to this: would you want to be
drafted?
Congress has recently been seriously consider-
ing a bill that would re-instate the draft in 2005 for the
first time since Vietnam. You've all heard of Vietnam,
right? That war a little over thirty years ago in which
58,148 American soldiers were killed and many more
were injured?
This time though, the draft would include women.
That's all women, of all races and backgrounds, from
ages 18-26. This new draft plan would also remove col-
lege deferments, which means that even if you are a fine
hardworking student of Connecticut College you'd still
be forced to packup and srip out if they called you up.
How many of you would be willing to leave your dorm
rooms- right now- drive to Providence Airport and beil- --1...
sent across the world to a country where over 1,()Q()
American soldiers have died already?
Of course, the real experience would be something
slightly different. No doubt you'd be put into training
first, taught how to shoot a gun in order to kill people
and how to survive the intense heat and sand that awaits
you in Iraq. You wouldn't leave out of Providence or
Logan Airport; you'd leave out of a military base on a
plane devoid of civilians, because you wouldn't be a
civilian anymore. You'd be asoldier,
Your best friends, your neighbors, your roommates,
any of them could be killed in battle. Would you be will-
ing to put your life at risk, to be killed in combat or as a
hostage. knowing that the Bush Administration and the
Blair Administration have already admitted there are no
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq? Knowing that the
war you are fighting is under false pretenses and that
your family is no safer at home just because you shot
down an Iraqi man on the street?
If you would, with ail certainty, then by all means
vote for Bush and allow this war to continue. If not,
please read the news and allow yourself to consider
other options. Check out http://thomas.loc.gov and type
in HR 163 to see the new draft bill.
Conn's Bush supporters dis-
mayed by defaced chalkings
To the Editor:
Conn Students for Bush and the ConnCollege
Republicans were dismayed to wake up yesterday morn-
ing to find that chalkings in support President Bush had
been defaced. Between 9 AM and lOAM on Thursday,
only hours after being written, several students were
already attempting various methods of removing evi-
dence of young Republicans on campus.
Contrary to the pluralistic goals of the ConnCollege
community, these individuals succeeded in hijacking lJje
message that Students for Bush wanted to convey:
President Bush enjoys support from students at
Connecticut College. And he does.
True, not EVERY Camel loves "W," but those who
do deserve to be represented fairly. Moreover, support
and admiration for the President, (playfully called Iqv",
in the chalkings) is never wrong, nor should it be put
down,
We accept that there are Conn students who do not
support nor like President Bush, indeed are outraged or
offended by him. This does not give those students
license to deface the message of those who do suppon
the President. Students for Bush and the ConrrCollege
Republicans have been offended by chalkings of semes-
ters past, but never have acted in this manner to show our
offense. , j
Some chalkings said "Vote Kerry" next to the negar
tive additions is this the means by which Kerry enthusi,-
asts rally support for their candidate?
In the pluralistic community of Connecticut College,
we need to allow for other points of view whether we
like them or not. We do not always have to agree;'we
must always respect each other. Accotding to CC
Strategic Planning "The College strives to be a commu-
nity in which all members feel comfortable, respect each
others differences, and seek common ground" (pg. 6
"Diversity, Equality & Shared Governance") ,
The Pluralism Report states, "On May 24, 1988, the
Statement on Diversity issued by the Board of Trustees
conceptualized diversity as individual difference in age,
gend~r, race, ethnic and socia-economic background,
phYSICalcapabilities, religious and political beliefs, sex-
ual preference and life style. In the same Report, plural-
ISm denotes !Dclusion of different identities and per-
spectives."
Not only were Republican students made to feel
uncomfortable in this community, we were Shown out-
nght lack of respect and intolerance for OUtbeliefs. This
[S utterly unacceptable.
S\ncerely,
Conn Students for Bush
and ConnCollege RepUblicans
IT 1'H£ COUJlGE VOICE· ()(,TOEER 1, 2004 • ~
OPINION
TOUCHING FIRE CAUSES BURNS
ADAM WEINBERG-THE HEBREW HAMMER
Last weeks column, while utterly
meaningless, happens to have served
as a useful segue-way into a discus-
'sian of the situation in Iraq,
However, you can read all about Iraq
by reading any number of other
newspapers, so 1won't bother restat-
ing any of that garbage. . ..
Back in the day, invading a coun-
try was a relatively simple matter.
An army invaded a city or territory,
'and, if successful, the invading army
was rewarded by having an opportu-
nity to rape, pillage, and participate
it! any other manner of fun and lurid
post-war activities. Intelligence
gathering consisted of scouting mili-
tary positions, estimating troop
strength, gauging the terrain for
,Potential advantages, and analyzing
enemy fortifications for possible
weaknesses, Understanding local
"politics, ideologies, and customs just
wasn't really an issue, because the
invaders weren't generally interested
in what the civilians in occupied ter-
ritories thought about the situation.
If there were post-war revolts, the
rebellions were flattened, and there
• was often indiscriminate killing to
discourage such revolts from hap-
pening again. If the occupying army
failed to put down the revolts, or
failed to repel other invading armies,
then they lost control of the once
conquered territory. So back in the
day, strength was paramount, and
nuance in military strategy was basi-
cally unheard of.
.' Genghis Khan and the other
ancient conquero~s never heard such
terms as "collateral damage",
because they simply didn't give a
damn. Rebels were never negotiated
with; instead, they were slaughtered
as, efficiently as possible. Then
again, Genghis Khan wasn't trying
to frame himself as a compassionate
anything, and today, he probably
would have proudly described him-
self as a terrorist, as it was he who
spread death and terror everywhere
he chose to steer his armies. Within
the great khanate, security was guar-
anteed by iron armor and screaming
aFrOWS,
Unfortunately for today's gener-
als, our wars have gotten mixed up
in politics, which have gotten a bit
more complicated over the last few
hundred years. Today, instead of
massacring and enslaving' the con-
quered populations en masse, such
killings must be framed as uninten-
tional deaths. Collateral and cruelty
is minimized to as great a degree as
possible so that the civilian popula-
tions willingly consent to being
ruled by state leaders .
., .The problem with a nuance fined
approach to warfare is that it is real-
ly, really difficult. The politics and
cultures of each community may be
inoredibly complex, and the relation-
ships of the community, community
members, and community leaders to
the various regional and state author-
ities may be incredibly different
from even one neighborhood to the
next. It is, simply put, absolutely
impossible for foreign intelligence
agencies as ours to be able to under-
stand what the hell is going on to
such a sufficient degree that our
armies and peace keepers, once in
place, can keep the order without
either great luck or brutal force.
Nuances in warfare become cornpli-
cated further when the surrounding
states have less than perfect control
over their borders, or can flat-out not
be trusted. In these cases, outsiders
are then allowed to filter into the
conquered territory allowing them,
should they be interested and have
the means, to destabilize the new
state.
...If our intelligence agencies and
, ,
field generals have no idea what the
hell is happening inside Iraq, then
there is absolutely no way that any-
one here in the states can possibly
have any useful input into how our
armies and administrations abroad
should deal with the situation on the
ground. Whenever anyone tells you
that they have the solution to the
whole "problem" (short of pulling
out and nuking the region), they are
either knowingly lying, or hopeless-
ly delusional. The situation is far too
complex for any of our leaders,
politicians, and analysts to under-
stand. Unfortunately for us, for the
troops, and for the Iraqi people, it is
exactly these leaders, politicians,
and analysts, who have all the power
and control. .:.
The success or failure of. the
United States foray into Iraq can
only be defined by the degree to
which the goals of the mission were
accomplished. The one thing we
think-we know is that the attack suc-
cessfully freed the Iraqi people from
Sadaam Hussein. However, if the
goal was not simply the toppling of a
dictator, but stabilizing the country
for the benefit of American security,
then our outlook on the situation is
entirely different. Nothing short of a
total military victory followed by an
iron-fisted, brutal authoritarian
regime that successfully seals off the
Iraqi borders could assure the United
States of keeping the Iraqi state
intact and free of insurgent or for-
eign terrorist elements. Ironically,
Sadaam was essentially that brutal,
authoritarian regime, and he was
apparently still unable to prevent
those foreign elements from filtering
into his country. Any degree less
than totalitarian control over the
country and its citizens create
increasing degrees of uncertainty,
and as it stands, that uncertainty is
overwhelming.
If the US lacks a basic knowl-
edge of Iraq's local and regional pol-
itics and culture, any actions taken
by the US government and its armed
forces at any particular time and
place will amount to a roll of the
dice. With every failed roll, opposi-
tion to the American occupation and
even possibly to the new lraqi state
increases. With luck and a great deal
of patience, the cards may still get
stacked in the governments favor,
but lacking an extensive intelligence
network characteristic of totalitarian
regimes, it becomes impossible to
assess the hand that is being dealt.
Every day, Iraq may be reaching a
bit closer to stability and state-level
democracy, but it may be equally
possible that Iraq is instead stagger-
ing towards a boiling point. Genghis
Khan would have just slaughtered all
of the country's inhabitants, but our
leaders, by forging an international
coalition, do not have that luxury.
In conclusion, when a leader or
parliament decides to invade a coun-
try, they must be prepared to use the
most efficient methods, or risk com-
promising their goals. It is impossi-
ble to evaluate the success or failure
of the Iraqi campaign, because the
goals of the occupation are unde-
fined, and, as stated earlier, our for-
eign intelligence is virtually useless.
Therefore, it is unfortunate but we
must now accept that our president
and all presidential hopefuls neces-
sarily have no credible solutions to
the situations that confront us in
Iraq, Afghanistan, and any other
effectively stateless and traditionally
tribal territories that might emerge in
the future. Amen, goodnight, and if
you watch the big debates, make
sure you have hard-alcohol handy. I
know I will.
.......... . .. , , , ' ... , ........................ ....
THE HUNTER AND TIlE BEAR
YON! fREEMAN - OCCUPIED TERRITORY
Once upon a time there was a hunter and a
bear living in a forest. The hunter kept trying to
kill the bear so that the hunter could be protected
during the winter, using its fur. The bear, on the
other hand, wanted to eat the hunter because he
was hungry. One day the hunter said, "Enough! I
must reach a compromise with the bear."So the
two decided to meet and the hunter told the bear
to come to his house to talk:it over. The two sat
for an hour and at the end the bear was seen leav-
ing the house. The hunter's neighbor asked, "Where is the hunter?"The bear
answered, "We both got what we wanted. The hunter got covered by my fur,
and I was no longer hungry,"
Militant Islam, a political and terrorist interpretation of Islam, continues
to pose a murderous danger to free societies everywhere. It is a doctrine that
classifies all non-Muslims, even unarmed ones, as targets. The world has
seen the doctrine "perform"in Iraq, Israel, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Russia,
and many other places. There is no doubt that some people around the world
have taken up arms and have tried to combat this doctrine abroad but ntis-
takenly they have done very little to combat militant Islamic strongholds at
their own homes.
The main reason one could argue countries such as the United States
have not done so at home has been for political correctness. It would be
politically incorrect to close down a mosque in America, even if that partic-
ular mosque was spewing hatred and inciting individuals to commit murder.
It would be politically incorrect to close down a school which was teaching
its kids that the murder of Americans is fine, or that Christians and Jews
were not human. Many other institutions such as radio stations, newspaper
outlets, and TV channels that spew a culture of death would sintilarly remain
open because of that policy.
Instead, countries have sought to provide "understanding" that those
calling for this type of hate are just people with "different" opinions. At
TRADITIONALLY OPRESSED MINORITIES
other times, governments just looked away or denied this has happened or
that it was not a threat. Tbey have been wrong. It is a threat. This is not just
some fringe movement. It has many followers around the world and AI\
agenda to convert people to their cause and not just murder them.
Take for example statements such as "Islam is a religion of peace,"We
time and time' again hear this from public officials. But the trick. is to hear it
not just from the non-Muslims, but from the Muslims. The trick is to see
them act in such a way which is peaceful in nature. It is not up to us to save
the reputation of a belief system, it is up to members of the belief system to
do so themselves. Have some Muslim leaders come out against murderous
terrorism? Sure they have. But it is hard to deny the fact that most of the
large Islantic leaderships (notice I said leadership, not membership) of tho
world, particularly in Islamic states, follow militant Islam. Turn on a TV
channel in any of the places Islamic regimes rule and you will see what I
mean. Go to memritv.org and see examples of this hate. Twenty four hours
a day there are propaganda broadcasts ranging from classifying the Jews as
dogs or behind 9/11, or that the US made the HfV virus.
Instead of combating this type of ideology, European governments espe-
cially have tried to accornmodate it and allow it to spread at an alarming
rate. Instead of arresting or deporting Islamic individuals in their countries
which preach that suicide bombings are good, or instead of closing down
broadcasts calling for murder, some governments have allowed them to con ...
tinue under the pretext of free speech. Instead of breaking up meeting. ei
radical Islamic groups in their countries, they continue to run under the idea
that there is a freedom to convene. Sure there are freedoms for all of these
things. But, like the hunter in the above story, these groups operating to
murder non-Muslims and undermine their freedom, are being faced with
disbelief from the side of the authorities. Is this really a wise decision? Not
at all. There is no doubt that a time will come when this mistake will be
finally figured out, but the fur will surround them when that point is reached.
The United States and governments around the world should stop being
held hostage by political correctness. Political correctness allows these
continued on page 5
NICK IYENGAR-OUT OF RIGHT F!EID
Here at Conn College, we bandy about many warm, fuzzy, liberal catch-
phrases like "pluralism," "people of color," 11 safe spaces, II and one of my per-
sonal favorites, "traditionally oppressed minorities." As Camels, we find it
extremely important to make sure that these traditionally oppressed folks
feel safe, wanted, loved, appreciated, etc. America has, of course, tradition-
ally oppressed most minorities at some point or another. The Indians,
Blacks, Irish, Jews, Chinese, Hispanics and others have all been thoroughly
discriminated against in the past, and some of these groups still face a level
of discrimination out in the real world. So why is it that Irish folks, Jews,
and Asians aren't counted in Conn's elite club for
the traditionally oppressed? Never mind, that's a
topic for another column.
The great irony about this business of tradition-
ally oppressed minorities is that the people we put in
that category are, in fact, specifically preferred on
liberal arts college campuses in New England and
across the country. These people not only aren't
oppressed in the college setting - they receive all
kinds of special perks, whether they lie in admis-
sions, having a good deal of control over the administration, or what-have-,
you.
No self-important college administratoron a crusade for pluralism would
admit any of this, but the truth is that the most traditionally oppressed minor-
ity on college campuses is, of course, those nasty right-wingers, People who
identify themselves as Republicans, people who hold traditional values, peo-
ple who don't embrace "alternative lifestyles" (another good liberal catch-
phrase,) people who don't feel their soul is in jeopardy because they are fair-
skinned - all of these people are routinely treated as second-class citizens
here at Conn College.
Imagine for a moment that one of the Unity House groups brings a well-
known liberal speaker to campus. Now imagine that a gaggle of people
shows up to protest, disrupting the event because they are enraged that such
a speaker would be allowed on campus. Iassume this would not be kosher
with the College. We might receive a campus-wide e-mail condemning the
incident. In fact, it might even be a (gasp) "bias incident."
Let's switch back to reality. Last year, the College Republicans brought
Dan Flynn, a middling well-known conservative author to give a talk about
his book, Why the Left Hates America. This talk, which attracted more peo-
ple than Cro's Nest could accommodate, was protested and disrupted by a
small group of people who repeatedly interrupted the talk, much to the
annoyance of the open-minded individuals who carne to witness that rarest
POST 9/11 PATRIOTISM: ONLY STICKER-DEEP?
ZACH WEST - Go WEST, YOUNG MAN!
September II th shocked America. The attacks on our nation evoked
sudden anger, confusion, and fear in people all across the United States. The
news of that day, and the unsettling realizations that came with it, made
America feel vulnerable for the first time since the end of the Cold War. But
America responded - and not just by creating a department of homeland
security or sending troops to Afghanistan, On the home front, millions of
people banded together and reacted by doing some-
thing very human, very touching, and very distinct-
1yAmerican.
They got bumper stickers.
All across America, in an orgy of shal-
low patriotism, people desperately bought up stick-
ers with flags, bald eagles, and heartstring-tugging
phrases like "United We Stand" and ''These Colors
Don't Run". American flag stickers began to adorn
motor vehicles everywhere, from Sea to Shining
Sea, as their drivers drove with immense pride in
their personal displays of national devotion. Osama bin Laden was unavail-
able for comment as to whether the new abundance of defiant, flag-touting
SUVs made him reconsider mass-murdering Americans in the future.
Now, to be fair, the popularity of bumper-sticker patriotism is per-
fectly understandable. Many frustrated Americans, faced with a terrible
tragedy and a scary new world, have wondered what they can do in response.
Feeling helpless, they at least have found a small outlet for their patriotic
zeal: sticking the American flag, and maybe an inspiring catch phrase, on the
bumper of their car, minivan, or SUY. It doesn't solve the problem, of
course, but at least it expresses patriotism, right? And that's good. Right?
No, not really - not when 'patriotism' devolves into mindless
superficiality, and a sacred symbol of freedom can be mass-produced and
of events, the expression of a conservative viewpoint at Conn College. Did
this draw the ire of the administration? Did we get an e-mail? Was a bias
incident logged? I suspect the answer to all of these questions is a resound-
ing "no." Am I sensing a double 'standardhere? :
Last year, and to a smaller extent this year, there were numerous inci--
dents in which people who displayed stickers supporting the GOP or George
W. Bush had their property defaced and nasty messages written on their
doors. If this happened to certain other groups on this campus, there would
be a public outcry. Perhaps classes would be cancelled for a collective day
of therapy. When it happens to College Republicans, though, nothing is'
done, even after a meeting with the administration. I think the College actu-
ally did manage to file something in the bias incident log, but there was nei-
ther an e-mail nor a day of therapy!
Also last year, the College Republicans engaged in a rally in support of
the President, which took place outside of Olin. Somebody important got
wind of this disastrous development, and had Campus Safety show up and
.shut.dcwn.the rally, citing orders from Student Life regarding a permit prob-
lem. The Republicans apparently headed over to Student Life in Cro and
found that there was nobody around.As 1 said, this is quite a mystery to me.
Where did these orders come from? Try to imagine this happening to a rally
which was organized to protest racism, violence to the environment, or some
such noble cause. Would the College shut down this kind rally on the
grounds that they didn't have a permit? I suspect it would not.
One last example: today I woke up and headed to Harris, and to my
delight, some people had chalked pro-Bush messages in front of the dining
hall. I was thrilled and glad to see some diversity of opinion on campus.
However, by the time I beaded back to my room 20 minutes later, a few-
CCLeft members were busily defacing the pro-Bush messages. This on the
sarne day that I woke up to find CCLeft posters all over my dorm espousing
free speech and denouncing Fox News. The question I had to ask myself'
was: what if some people had defaced SOUL's chalking outside of Cro last'
year? At this point, I hardly need to go on; the double standard is blinding-
lyobvious.
As a conservative, a Republican, an adherent to traditional (some might
say "unfair"or mean) values and someone who doesn't believe my soul is in
jeopardy despite my ethnic constitution being half-European, I believe
Republicans should be added to the pantheon of groups we revere as being.
traditionally oppressed. If I didn't know better, I'd almost wonder if it was-,
n't high time for some reverse discrimination against liberals on campus. Oli
course, this will never happen, but I suppose J could settle for some good old.
American equality.
, "
prostituted as 99-cent bumper kitsch. It is glaringly ironic that no one may.
burn the American flag or let it touch the ground, but that it's perfectly O-K
to stick one on your car and let it get grimy and worn on your bumper while
you drive down 1-95. Far from an act of respect, turning the stars and stripes'
into bumper stickers actually insults our national symbol; by making the flag,
so ubiquitous and cheap, it detracts from its value and impact. The flag used
to be something to be saluted and revered; now it's a sticker to be bought at~
7-11 with your double gulp and chips.
The popular catch phrases that accompany the flag stickers also
lack substance. "United We Stand" and ''These Colors Don't Run" are the,
two most common post-9/ll patriotic mantras, and they mean nothing.:
They sound inspiring and defiant, but their meaning is ambiguous and even:
silly, if we 'stand united' by our bumper stickers, how deep a unity is that7
(And if the unity lies not in the bumper stickers but in something else more
metaphysical and convincing, then you hardly need the bumper sticker, do
you?) Another example is the "Never Forget" sticker commemorating the
9/11 attacks: if we will indeed 'never forget', why do we need the sticker 0
your Honda Civic to remind us?
Patriotism runs much deeper than a sticker, and it can be truJydis-
played onJy through action, Instead of taking part in the sticker-patriot
craze, try writing a poem, or donating to a 9/11 charity. Do some volunteer
work in your town. Send a care package to a soldier in Iraq. Or even just,
read a book, to inform yourself about the world and America's place in it..
These are true displays of patriotism; they have substance, and they actual ...
ly benefit your fellow Americans. By contrast, slapping a flag sticker OlL
your minivan contributes to nothing but your own inflated sense of self-
righteousness.
GETPAID A GUARANTEED$2,500 US EVERYMONTHTO START!
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Inside the Booth: An Alternative Option at weNt
has a huge fan base (mostly community members, not
students). The only restrictions put on DJs IS that they
should try to keep it alternative, keep it clean, and ke.ep
it music. Talk is discouraged because as funny as wIlt)'
banter may seem in the studio, listeners probably aren't
amused by stories of drunken escapades and inside
jokes.
Traditionally, people who get involved with WCNl
Slay involved, and since there hasn't been a large
demand for airtime in the past, DJs have been able eo
keep a normal time slot for the entire semester.
Fortunately, this year there are about fifty people wait-
ing to be trained (as opposed to about twelve last year).
The staff at WCNl is doing its best to publicize th'e
accessibility of the station to Conn students in the hopes
that they can put the station back in the hands of stu-
dents as opposed to community members who are not
associated with the school.
WCNl presents the rare opportunity for Individuals
to share their musical taste not only with the students at
Conn, but also with listeners stretching nearly to New
Haven and across Long Island sound. The station boasts
a fuJi 2,000 watts, which is impressive for a college
radio station. The station is also streamed over' the
Internet, so proud parents can hear their Camels playing
their favorite tunes.
The station always has room for new DIs, so stu-
dents should feel free to pick up a form and get involved
at any time. Your most obscure, favorite music could
soon be heard across the airwaves, so don't be afraid to
play that recording of your uncle read ing from the Torah
at your bar mitzvah. It just may be that people out there
will love it. General manager Ross Morin said it best.
"We want to keep WeNI weird. II
II\' TAYLOR KATZ
STAFF WRlrER
Just because Conn students know close to nothing
about 90.9 WCNI doesn't mean it's not the trendiest sta-
tion around. Contrary to popular belief, WCNI is in fact
extremely hip (even if not by the standards of the col-
lege).
The station is student-run and currently only 40% of
the workers are college students. The rest of the shows
are comprised of community members. Fortunately, the
staff this year plans to change this statistic, and judging
by the showing at this year's first station meeting, they
like their chances.
The station started in the seventies, although back
then it was a different creature altogether. The format
has completely changed. The station now boasts a free
format with no commercials, while originally there was
strict block progrannning and a lot of news.
During the mid-seventies the station was extremely
hot, and there was a particular R & B show on Friday
nights that was consistently blasted allover campus,
including in the campus bar, where students used to get
np and dance on the bar to the tunes. The station used to
play all the hits of the seventies like Springsteen, Earth
Wind and Fire, and David Bowie. Interestingly enough,
'WCNl is now proud of a completely alternative style. As
Ross Morin, the WCNI college general manager said,
"If you want to hear Top 40 songs, go watch MTY." He
insists that college radio should be an outlet for the off-
beat tastes of college students, not what the entire pop-
ulation is currently grooving to.
Unfortunately, what most Conn students are
r~naware of is just how easy it is to get a show at the sta-
Station general manager1I0ssMorin '05 talks to the CollegeVoiceabout 90.9 WCNIand hisplans to keep it "weird." (Holt)
tion. Prospective DJs fill out a simple form with the and then it's up to the DJ(s) to fill up the allocated hour
name and description of the show. They then undergo a and a half block. Skeptics, don't worry, because shows
five-week training program and have to pass a basic test can be as bizarre as you please, and people will proba-
on studio knowledge. The training program isn't an bly still listen. A community member currently has a
overwhelming commitment at just one hour per week. show in which he plays clips of spoken word poetry and
Once the test has been passed, a time slot is assigned recordings of whale noises. Miraculously enough, he
~ocialClub: AWild Time at Cro 10/8 Blondes take Manhattan
II\' PAUL DRYDEN
wanted to rock during her senior year of high school
when she saw the band, Jonathan Fire-Bater. "I think
one of the guys liked me," Olivia says. "He was like, 'Oh
you play guitar ... join my band!" By college, Olivia had
already started her own band.
"They were called Morris Minor and they were
f**king awesome!" says Martin Royle, Washington
Social Club's lead singer, who first met Olivia at Vassar
in Poughkeepsie, NY. "They played all her songs and
she fronted the band. I was a year
younger and in complete awe - she
kicked ass!"
But Olivia had a different take.
"Martin was this hyper-active red-
haired drummer," she says. "I
thought he was nice, be he couldn't
sit still for more than two seconds.
We didn't really get to know each
other until later."
Fast forward a couple years and
Washington Social Club was coming
together. Drummer Randy Scope
joined because he was looking for
''The Clash, The Pixies and Pulp - politics, angst, pop
and art in no particular order," and these guys had it.
Those early influences are evident in their recent
release, Catching Looks. Royle's dynamic personality
and sharp croons are rounded out by Mancini's tight but
groovy bass lines. The lyrics are socially and politically
conscious and the joint male and female vocals make the
tunes even better.
So if you are in the mood for a wild and fun time, just
head on 'Over" to Cro next Friday. Each one of
Washington Social Club's melodies is addictively dance-
able. Think The Strokes, but even better and more enjoy-
able.
, ,
AssOCIATE A&E EDIroR BY A.RETI SAKEtLARlS her to Cannes only to leave her there
with his wife who threatens her life.
To add insult to injury, a bikini shop-
ping spree strands her in France
minus enough cash to make it home.
Her apartment is robbed and fpc
scared to call the police she's forced
to check into the Mercer Hotel
where she cannot even get into her
door.
There is, luckily, only one knight
(or shall we say "Earl") in shining
armor who her mother has been
eying as a potential son-in-law since
moi's English countryside child-
hood. They stumble upon one aneth-
er when the Earl rescues moi after 'a
goofed suicide attempt. What could
be more romantic?
If the plot seems exhausting,
visit Dr. Fensler (a favorite of P.A.P.
everywhere) and he'll give you a
quickie; IIDarling, dermatology ;s
the new therapy." It all seems con-
fusing, but don't you worry your
pretty little head too much. In this
well written novel satirizing the
world of high society, Sykes "makes
no attempt to redeem [her charac-
ters] and in the end really does want
the girls just to have fun," and the
reader gets to corne along for a guilt-
free ride akin to being let loose on
Fifth Avenue with Donald Trump's
platinum card.
STAFFWRlTER
"We rock cause we want tolWe rock e,ause we need
tolWe rock cause we can 't sleeplWe rock cause we are
themIWe rock cause we are you."
" '
( . })
Bergdorf Blondes, Plum Sykes'
debut novel, ushers readers into a
world of unsurpassed luxury and
acquaints them with some of New
York's wealthiest and glitziest P.A.P.
(Park Avenue Princesses) and fol-
lows them on their mission to find a
PH. (potential husband).
The narrator, or "tour guide" if
you will, is called moi. She has no
proper name. Her partner in crime
and best friend in the whole wide
city is department store heiress/klep-
tomaniac (stealing from her own
store) Julie Bergdorf.
The pair's objective is to find a
man, because apparently it's the
thing to do. As the blondes say "[you
have no] idea how awesome your
skin looks if you are engaged." The
gals begin with hopes of scoring
Julie a PH., since moi is more
"focused on her career"- mainly
because that's what all New York
girls say. Through the name drop-
ping, galas, outfits, and more impor-
tant matters (i.e. skipping work for
"sbopping Chane I [sample sales]
like [they were] the Gap"), moi
encounters obstacles, models. and
dangerous liaisons in her quest to get
a Harry Winston on her finger.
These lines, from their song "Backed the Future", are
the essence of Washington Social Club. The band, from
Washington, DC (what a
surprise), formed in 2002,
but most recently has made
large strides in their follow-
ing through a summer tour
with DC stars Phantom
Planet and with a spot on the
Warped Tour. They come to
Cro's Nest, as part of Friday
Nights Live!, on Friday,
October 8. Compared to
most of the more mellow
and acoustic acts that have
come to Conn in recent
months, these boys (and girl) actually rock out. Their
"manic punk energy, delicious grooves, addictive pop
melodies and original arrangements" are reason enough
to see them.
From a NY Times review that calls the group "an
exciting young band ... with a passion all its own" to a
Washington Post review tbat highlights their "raw enthu-
siasm and great talent," Washington Social Club is
clearly on the rise. They were also on a recent install-
ment of MTV's "Advance Warning."
The band features a female bass player, Olivia
Mancini, a rare commodity in the rock business. A clas-
sically trained French horn player, Mancini decided she
Although life may seem perfect
at the moment for our heroines,
everything goes wrong for our tour
guide: Her new fiancee is a drag, not
taking her to Rio and all. An Italian
"Prince" pushes her to consider buy-
ing a DVD Player (which marks the
death of a party girl) and then skips
out on her. A new scum bucket, com-
plete with a PJ. (private jet) takes
ump Off the
andwagon!
Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed
just wants to get his hands on Lynn, who's more than happy to oblige. Not
surprisingly, Walken's performance is superb. The big shocker is Ulrich,
whose portrayal of onr strangely chilled-out miracle man is subtle, coy. and
sympathetic, unlike his generally disappointing performances in late
nineties teen movies. Arnold's Murray is appropriately over-the-top, and
Fonda matches Ulrich's relaxed, tender approach with a hint of cynicism.
Touch looks like a dive. The first time Iwatched this film, I'd spent the pre-
vious three weeks (I had to special order it) bracing myself for disappoint-
ment. But with stand out performances, a plot riddled with propagandic
intrigue and subtle humor, and a killer soundtrack, you've gotta reach out
and Touch this one.
designs are not only cute, sassy, and unique. but are also of higher qualay
than you'd find at a department store. And if you're worried about tl>e
effects a Petrified Baggage purchase might have on your current wallet, fear
not. The prices are more thau reasonable, ranging from $22 for a wallet, to
$29-$35 for a pnrse or messenger bag. If you're looking for something new
to stash your stuff in, Petri lied Baggage is a sure-fire way to add a lillie
splash to your wardrobe.
Ah, week two of the new format. This week I bring you an old favorite
(Touch) a new favorite (petrified Baggage), and a favorite I borrowed from
a friend (Good-bye Chunky Rice). Enjoy.,
Touch directed by Paul Schrader
Skeet Ulrich, Christopher Walken,
Bridget Fonda
Lumiere International 1997
Q: What do you get when you combine
Christopher Walken, Dave Grohl, and stigmata?
A: one of my all-time favorite movies. And it's
only available on VHS if you can find it on
eBay. I discovered Touch through my high
school obsession with the Grohl, who wrote. and
performed the score for this film. Touch is a
black comedy in which former monk Juvenal
(Skeet Ulrich) is discovered to have miraculous
!- power s
through the
touch of his hands. We find Juvenal
working in a rehab clinic where a
local washed-up evangelist, Bill Hill
(Walken) sends his assistant , Lynn
(Bridget Fonda) to sniff the miracle
worker out for the sake of making a
buck. Bill Hill isn't the only one who
wants a piece of Juvenal. August
Murray (Tom Arnold) - a religious
fanatic notorious for disturbing the
peace - also sees Juvenal as a mouth-
piece for his cause. But while Hill and
M<Jrray are scheming, Juvenal finds
his own agenda - forget miracles, he
Good-bye Chunky Rice
Craig Thompson 1999
My dear friend Brett recommended this book to me. He told me it W1ls
kinda funny and sorta sad and that it didn't make a whole lot of sense. Me
also told me that it was truly amazing. Naturally, Brett was on the mart<:
Good-bye Chunky Rice is a
graphic novel that takes us on
a journey with a soft spoken
tnrtle-boy (Chunky Rice).
Chunky leaves his own town
for the Kahootney Islands,
turning his back on his best
friend, Dandel, who is possi-
bly a mouse. but the art leaves
that open to interpretation.
The "graphic" aspect .of the
novel is filled with giant-eyed
and loopey-nosed black and
white characters, both charm-
ing and twisted in nature. The
plot - which mostly takes;L.-~-'" ~-"""--4,(',,;'2LJ21L __ -1
place on a ship - isn't reaJIy what's important to remember about this book.
however. Good-bye Chunky Rice is a commentary on friendship, hardship,
good-byes, and beginnings with footnotes on sacrifice, tolerance, and
change. This is the perfect book for a rainy day (the waterworks won't just
be outside by the time yon finish), or a great parting gift for a treasured
long-time friend at the start of his journey. Publisher's Weekly cans Good-
bye Chu~ky ~ice "an alternative-comics answer to S¥tte-Exupery's ths.
Little Prince, and as all avid Prince fan I'm inclined to agree.
Petrified Baggage
www.petrifiedbaggage.com
Don't tell me nothing good ever came out of Canada. My new favorite
messenger bag (not to mentionlll!!r-,---- __ · ~_~ __
the matching wallet) was
designed and created by 17-
year-old Petra from Ontario and
it's way cooler than anything
you -11find at the mall. Petra runs
Petrified Baggage, which was
established this past summer as
an online boutique. Offering
several designs, most of which
are one-of-a-kind, this chick has
an eye for fashion, not to men-
tion practicality and durability. The polka dot patchwork messanger bag
(which you may have seen me toting around campus) is made from black
corduroy and adorned with multi-sized circular patches of several different
fabrics, white contrast stitching, and silver studs. It's lined with black and
white polka dot cotton, from which the adjustable shoulder strap is also
made. The inside features a small Velcro pocket (this is where I keep my lip
gloss, change, and student!D, so that I don't hold up the line in Harris), and
all the edges have black plpmg. The Wallet is of similar design with a heart-
shaped button closure.and silver lace, not to mention six slot lifor cards
made out of black vinyl (another good place for that student ID).Petra's
l!MILy MORSE
ump OJ! tile Bandwagon!
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College to Create Cultural Lounges
STAFF WRITER
.. Wimbledon is a film that has a lot of good
t!'1Ogs going for it. With a production team that
has already churned out hits like Bridget Jones'
Diary, Love Actually, and Notting Hill, it is no
surprise that they have released another smash hit
this time centered around tennis and with two tal-
ented actors in the lead. Director Richard
Loncraine must have had a field day making this
film because of all its great elements.
Wimbledon follows Peter Colt (Paul Bettany),
a struggling British tennis player, on his wildcard
bid to the Wimbledon Championship. Right from
tj;le start it's hard not to love Peter. He is a hand-
some underdog, with a British sense of humor
(and accent) to boot. Kirsten Dunst plays her
usual spunky character, Lizzie Bradbury, but she's
typecast for fiery girls because she certainly
knows how to do it. Dunst appears completely at
ease talking back to the chair official after line
<;IIUS that she disputes. She not only plays the part'
well, but she looks so much like a tennis player,
the producers might as well have changed Dunst's
character's name to Maria Sharapova.
, I was worried that the movie wouldn't suc-
cessfully portray the grace and speed of tennis at
thy professional level, but thanks to the digital
technology of today, I left the theater thinking that
perhaps Bettany could take on Roger Federer. The
cinematography successfully captures the sus-
pense and action of Wimbledon, The film confi-
dently walks the fine line between a sports movie
and a romantic comedy without any awkward-
ness. The romance between Peter and Lizzie does
not take away from the sports scenes; in fact, it
creates a nice balance.
Wimbledon has all of the ingredients of a fun
film and, best of all, it succeeds in one hour and
forty-one minutes, I cannot help but compliment
any of today's cinematic endeavors that manage
to successfully present and conclude a story in
less than three hours. Although Wimbledon will
satisfy romantic comedy and sports movie lovers
alike, tennis followers will hold a special place for
it in their hearts. As a tennis fan, I was happy to
see John McEnroe portray himself in the film. My
favorite line was McEnroe commenting on an
official's bad call, "If it were me I would've
torched the place by now." Other highlights
include Peter's inner monologue before crucial
serves. It is refreshing to watch a tennis match
that makes the male players seem like humans
and not simply biological marvels that can serve
the ball routinely at over 130 miles per hour.
The bottom line is that people love an under-
dog, and Peter Colt is a particularly charming
one, It is refreshing to see a feature film that cap-
tures a sport that cinema hasn't often taken on as
a subject matter. It is no surprise that after two
weeks in theaters, Wimbledon ranked in the top
five weekend film grosses. After all, who can
resist a film that poses two classic cinematic ques-
tions: Can he win and will he get the girl?
continued from page 1
organizations strive at making LGBTQ and minority students feel safe and
welcomed in order to foster communication within these groups and to edu-
cate the rest of the campus about diversity issues. While the cultural lounges
do not have a specific educational component to them, Guillory says that she
hopes they will spread feelings of pluralism and diversity throughout the
entire campus so that all members of the College community will benefit.
Not all students at Conn are enthusiastic about this project. While the
motion did pass through the Student Government Association, some mem-
bers were still opposed. Some students feel that creating these Cultural
Lounges specifically for certain groups of students is not helping increase
diversity on the campus, but rather acting against it. These opponents argue
that creating these spaces is in fact only segregating LGBTQ and minority
groups of students from the rest of the campus community.
One sophomore said, "I feel like if the school does this, it will be sepa-
rating students rather than bringing them together." Some students also feel
that clustering together people who are a minority is not helping anyone, but
instead increasing differences and ignorance i they at~ectioned..off fr.O!l.1!,__ ~
the student body as a whole. One freshman said, "[These cultural lounges] groups and individuals to operate freely without any government r((PQi
separate people who may be friends with each other, but are sexually or mands. If a government wants and is willing, to a certain extent, to fig!;)tan
racially different. You don't want to isolate the minority and group them all ideology abroad, it must be willing to fight that very same ideology at horne,
together," The United States didn't defeat Nazism by killing all the Germans so th~l
Krystle Guillory responded to the opposition by saying that the project they would stop being Nazis. The US and its allies had things like th~
is promoting "congregation, not segregation." She also pointed out that it is International Textbook movement, radio broadcasts, etc. to remove this can~
hard for the majority to really understand the minority perspective on col- cer from the population without destroying the population all together. The
lege life because they havenot been in the same position. US didn't defeat communism by invading the Soviet Union. The US did a
Regardless of whether students feel that this project will bring a greater number of things, including military action, The US de-legitimized the ide-
atmosphere of diversity and pluralism to our campus, or will cause segrega- ology, called it evil, and isolated the USSR, ,
tion and disunity, further discussion will be held when the College ultimate- It isn't enough to kill the terrorists, or to target terrorism. Terrorism is 'l
Iy implents the Cultural Lounges, product of the ideology, and as long as the ideology continues to pump out
its hate and persuade. especially the youth, it won't matter how many terror-
ists are killed, The US and the free world realize that as long as govemment~
in the world, in addition to other militant Islantic individuals and organiza-
tions, continue to practice, support, incite, or harbor this ideology and set:\9.
off terrorists to murder Americans, Israelis, and other non-Muslims, terror-
ism will never end, The free world must come to its senses before it becomes
like the hunter and is a victim to the militant Islamic bear by mistakenly
believing a compromise can be made. There is no compromise with this, ide,
ology abroad or at home,
Them Apples?
LIZ BRADLEY
Trailblazer
It shouldn't take an apple falling on your head to give you an idea for
something to do - go out and pick some! Autumn has arrived. There's no
denying it. And what better way to kick off the season than by taking part in
the great New England tradition of apple picking,
Apple picking isn't just an event - it's an experience. If you think it's just
about going there, grabbing a few apples and leaving, then you have been ter-
ribly misled. First, you scout the orchard, apple picker in hand, for the type
of apple you want. When you find something you like, you try it and then
(only if satisfied), you look for the individual apples you want. or course tJ;ie
best ones are always hiding on top, but that's all part of the fun.
We chose Scott's Yankee Farmer for apple and raspberry picking this
week, It's conveniently located and the quality of the apples was superb. The
orchard stretches for acres and there are plenty of apple options, It's your
standard orchard, but it has some defining features such as a fresh produce
stand, pick-your-own pumpkins, and horse-drawn hayrides for kids (and out-
of-town yuppies).
One thing that sets this orchard apart is their three-acre cornfield that has
been converted into in a tractor maze. Naturally, we had to give it a go. It def-
initely looked like something out of /Signs/, although I seriously doubt anX-
one's stumbled upon a crop circle in the shape of a giant tractor, I admit it
was a little strange to pay to get lost in a com field, but it was worth it. The.;'
was one pivotal moment, however, when we went from being content w~ ...
dering through the tall stalks of com to wanting to get out as fast as possible
(seeing as it's a maze, this proved a little tricky). Everyone makes i\ Out
though, or so they say, and it's a good time.
We left feeling satisfied with our day at the orchard, but there was still
something missing: pie! We went to Old Orchard Farm, picked up a fresh
baked apple pie, took the prized pastry to Harkness beach, and sat in the
warm sun with our toes in the sand eating pie until it we felt like beached
whales. When you combine apple pie, the beach, and good friends, it's a def-
inite recipe for happiness. It was one of the best afternoons I've had here and
I would highly recommend apple picking to one and all, young and old. _
Scott's Yankee Farmer is located at 436 Boston Post Rd, East Lyme, CT,
Take exit 75 off 1-95 and follow the Post Rd (RT. I) until you hit the orchard.
It only takes about 15 minutes. I recommend going there for apple picking,
but if you've got a craving for apple pie, make sure to stop at Old Orchard
Farm which is on the way. They have inconceivably delicious pies, muffins,
and other baked goods. Both orchards are family owned and operated so you
can feel good about spending your money for once.
THE HUNTER AND TIlE BEAR
YON! FREEMAN· OCCUPIED TERRITORY
continued from page.3
Spring Break 2005- Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
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I Your pay equals your efforts
I AMERICAN STUDENT Vacations I-
I 800-336-2260
I www.americanstuden infoIa _
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MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic
Break: 2005 Travel Program
Represent an American Express
"Student Travel" Company
Guaranteed Highest Commission, Free
Trips & Great for Resume
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1 You'ue been wait- 1• •• •• •• •
· ing, and it's finally ~
here: your Dorm
Guide 2004. On the
•••••••••
on campus
•••••••••
where - •
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•........•..•..•...........................•.....• ~.
•••••••
•
•
Unity est. 1928
Currenllnfo:• •
: :Population: 360 - 12 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: 49.34·. .
: :Governor: Andrea Rosenberger Senator:
: :Adoptees: David Kim and Sarah Barr
• •• •• •
• :Fun FaCIS:
•
'-here, all residents have parking near their house
• Housefellow: Mat Petrin
•. '.•~•••••••
"E3U where the specialty is not just in :
•the housing" •
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••:Fun FacIS:
:- 38% artists, 20% students of color, 12% international, 30% hippies, O%J.Crew • :- We have a dining hall on the 1st floor, but we can't eat there on the
:- Abbey house residents have highest GPA of all houses :weekend.
:- Abbey houses some of the oldest residential students :_We used to have a bike room.
:- the ten River Ridge apartments are quiet housing :_We now have a monster quad that used to be a bike room.
:. River Ridge Residents are the only residents allowed to use their balconies :_ 4th floor has lots of girls (It's an all female floor).
:_ River Ridge is the closest residential house to the Thames :- We are connected to the dorm that has broken fire alarms that go off at
• :anytime, generally when you are in the shower.
:HOusefellow: Emily Huebscher " .'. . : :HousefeIIOW:Topher Grossman
: Abbey House IS the cooperative dorm, which means: : ~=:.:.:::.:.::=-.,......,.~~----..,
: that we cook and clean for ourselves. Each resident : :
: brings something unique to this home; we have musi-L :
cians, dancers, scientists, chefs, activists, philoso- ::
phers, and poets. The apartments at River Ridge each'
display the unique character of the students that
make them their home. This years residents are tal-
ented artists, dedicated political activists, and star
athletes."
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••
•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •.........• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •EmilV Abbev HouselRiver Ridge ApanmentsAbbey est. 1939
.Currenllnfo:
:Population: 76 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $2198.37
:Governor (Abbey): Dan Griffith Governor (River Ridge): Gabe Bluestone
:Adoptees: Lizarad1e, Grant from Harris
•••
:Fun FaCIS:
......••......•................•.......•...•....•............•..•.••..•.....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••• •
est. 1936
•••••••••••••••••••••••
:Currenllnfo:
:Population: 110 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $2264.98
:Governor: Whitney Longworth Senator: Erika Berlinghof
:Adoptees: Dean Wallerson, Malcolm Chase
•
•
"Don't hate 'cause we still got our
common room"
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•••••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.....•.••••.•.•.................•.....•........•......•.........•.......••.... :......••••.....•••.........•••.......•..•...........••......•••............. :
• • •· .: .• • •• • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••••••••••••
• •·.• •·.••• est. 1914
:eurrent Info:
:Population: 61 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $740.51
:Govemor: Nick Sullivan Senator: Owen Kloter•
:Adoptees: Jon Burton, Eleni Mosher
••••:fun facts:
•:-Built in 1914, one of the oldest dorms on campus
:-26 athletes including 5 dancers•:-We are the closest dorm to the hotties at the campus safety gatehouse (we know you're jeal-
:ous!)
:-We get to go to sleep to the soothing buzz of Hale Laboratory
:- We are a substance-free house, though not all residents live a substance-free lifstyle
: Housefellow: Libby Kennedy:...---~~~..;,.,,----~
•
"We rack up our dorm damages
sober ....BOO- YEAH!!!"
est. 1919
,Current Info:
:Population: 81 residents
:Govemor: Chris Bothur
:Ad t G Gallagher Dane from Campus Safety· op ees: ene '· .:Funfacts:•
Dorm Damages Last Year: $841.20
:-1st floor is all male . h• . f al xcept for 1 male double (luckiest guys on eart 1)
:- 3r~ floor IS all em
d
e e between classes and Harris, and right across the road from the
: - Pnme locatIOn ID1 way
:Iibrary.
: :0 f th fi t houses built on campus
•-. ne 0 e rs I green outside the door where the road is now.
•-:OriginaIlY had a arge .
Housefellow: Dov Markowitz
•
"Like my daddy used to say: Location,
location, location!"
·•••••
,'--'-..........-"'-~---- - -
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••
•• •• •: .•• ••::
• •• •••••••
••••
Katharine Blunt House
est. 1946
••••••••••·•••••••••
:Current Info:•
:Population: 115 residents
•:Governor: Sylvia Chen
:Adoptees: Felicity Melillo and Tim Hansen
• •••
Dorm Damages Last Year: $1720.28
:fun facts:
:-Home to Coffee Grounds, open Sunday through Thursday
:-Linked to Larrabee through the infamous tunnel
:-Closest dorm to "all major food destinations" (aka Harris and Cro)
:-Reigning silver medalist of Camelympics, coming back for the gold
:-Currently fighting a well-organized infiltration of squirrels
•••:Housefellow: Lindsey Andrews
•••••••••••••••••
"If you lived here, you'd be home
by now."
•• ••••••••• est. 1936
:Current Info:
:Population: 61 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $535.44
:Governor: Ellen Richardson•
:Adoptees: Harold Juli, Lori Balantic••••• :fun facts:• • •
: : - We have a large international population including students from Bulgaria, Mongolia, :
: :Zimbabwe, Ghana, and Nepal :
: : - The architecture studio is located in Burdick :
: : _We get people visiting Smith wandering the halls of Burdick becau e they lost their way :
: :and don't know which dorm they are in or how to get out. :
: : _Our newly remodeled bathrooms are so nice that residents from Smith come over for them :•• •: : Housefellow: Lizzie Fox :
• • •• • •• •• •• •• •• ••"Burdick is the shhhhhhhhhhhh!" :
•••••••
t
••••
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• :-... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -_:r ••
• • •• • •• • •
• •••
•••••••••
•·····
•
Harrison Freeman House
est. 1937
.Current Inlo:
:Population: 114 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $1603.97
:Governor:Andrew McCullough Senator: Evan Piekara
· :Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto
-: :· .
: :Fun Facts:: . .
• :-Basement and fourth floor are all girls
: :-First floor (minus the housefellow) are all boys
: -Vegetarian cafeteria on the ground floor, however it is closed on the weekends
:-One of the dorms with a green named after us
•:-The dorm with the most fire alarms so far this year
:-The ground floor houses the Women's Center
• •
:HouseleIlOW: Katie Chisholm
"L' -r I". lve j ee ...man.
or
"Everything is greener down South."•·•••••
: ........... ..1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •• •
• •••••••••••••••••••••••
··
•
••• •• •• •• •· .• •• •: :Current Inlo:
· :population: 108 residents
:Governor: Emma Haritos
:Adoptees: Stang Ching, Dean Milestone
•••
Marv Harkness House
est. 1934
Dorm Damages Last Year: $4903.08
:Fun Facts:
:- Our front lawn is the varsity sport field.•:_ Our residence hall has the most windows broken by lacrosse balls.
:_ We have a chapel named after us (not to mention our own personal mansion and beach)
:_ They built a new path for us this summer so we don't have to walk in the mud by Winged
:Victory.
•••••• Houselellow: Jim Folger
••
••••••••••••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••
~~~~-~:"'-1~
Edilh and Alice Hamillon House :••
est. 1961 :•••••••••••••••••
:Current Inlo:•
: :Population: 98 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $778.78
• •: :Governor:Scott Faber Senator: Rebecca Mason
: :Adoptees: Patton, Tyron
• •• ••
:Fun Facts:-
:- Houses members from the Men's and Women's Hockey, Soccer, Basketball and
:- Lacrosse teams
:- Home to all of the cold blooded students on campus•: - Has been mistaken for abstract art
:- Citizens known to extend stays for multiple years
:- Jail cell cinderblock walls had a homey feeling
!HOuSeleIIOw: Joel Malebranche
• ••••••••
: ~.~":'F.,.k~.~";::
••
•••••••
"If you don't like it here, then get tlie
*bleep* out ..iand go buy us
some space heaters."
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
••••••••
• •••••••••••••••••••• •• •• •• ••••••••
••••••·•••••••••••••••
Knowllon House
est. 1925
.Current Inlo:
•:Population: 54 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $624.07
!Governor: Ross Jordan Senator: Peter Luthy
• !Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter
•
•••:Fun Facts:•
:- Our dining hall has language tables; we speak at them
!-The first floor used to be a ballroom. .
:- We know how to curse in at least 10 different languages
:- Knowlton has the biggest rooms on campus (we get more for our money!)
:- On the weekends, come and watch our dodgeball games in the 1st floor hallway!
!-Most diffucult dorm on campus to photograph (courtesy of our Photo Department)
: Houselellow: Nikki Lew·:,.."..,.-~~-----~~.......
••"They first took our common room, then
they took our small dining area, and when
you don't think they could take anything
else, they are gonna close our dining hall
next semester. But if s ok, because we still
•• '. have the best residence hall omcampus"· --..· .. . .• • •· ....... --• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· . ~ .
••••••••••••••••••••••••
"Come and eat in Knowlton! We have :
the best ice cream selection on cam- :
·pus!" $
••
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••••:.·:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~HAllen B. Lambdin House .••
est. 1961 :
••:CurrentInfo:•
:Population: 123 residents••••••
•
:- Biggest house on campus with the tallest HousefelJow (almost 6'4").
:- Lays claim to half of the tunnel, connected to K.B. (with the shortest HousefelJow) on the •
:other side. :•
:- Larrabee green is the most central, and is great for almost everything - sun-bathing to snow :
:men, poster sales to (take over Cro) parties. :
•• •- Even financial aid prefers Larrabee. :
• •• •• •: HouSefellOw:Jacob Stebel :
• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
: "The 2004-2005 Lambdin community is: "Yo! Larrabee. We're bigger, stronger, :
: like no other!": and you just can't beat living here!" :
• • •• •• •• •• •· .• •• •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••
••• •• ••• ••••••• • •••
•••••
••••••••••• •• •• •
: :CurrentInfo:
:Population: 75 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $1499.65
:Governor: Marissa Yarbrow
:Adoptees: Teja Ganti, Wuyke
•••:fun facts:
•
:-The Best Fishermen on Campus
:-The second floor is actually the first floor
:-Aerial views of Harris
:-"Group Art" Themed Apartment near Hamilton ...come to their events
:-GAMEROOM
•-We own our own grill
Housefellow:Paige Diamond
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
Larrabee House
est. 1957
Dorm Damages Last Year: $1712.25
•: :fun facts:••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:CurrentInfo:
:Population: Lazrus - 39 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $346.45
• :Governor: Will Harper Senator: Chakaanetsa Zaranyika• •
: :Adoptee: Dean Kowal• •• •• •
: :fun facts: :fun facts:• •
• :_ We are home to year round residents, international students, exchange students, transfer stu- :- We are the farthest from Cummings, but we can still go to meals in our Pls on the week-
: :dents, and the school vice-president (and many other active college members). : :ends ... when its snowing.
: •_We represent six different countries (?). : :- Has one of the highest resident retention rates - You can't punch holes in our walls, they're
: _We have divorced ourselves from Team X (although we still have much love) : :cinderblocks.
: _Closest relations with dorm repair employees : :- One of the most popular places for kegs ...and campus safety
• •
Housefellow:Sarah Tacy : :
• ••••••••••••• •· .......• ••• • •· ~ ..• ••• ••· ..~~~• •• F!· . ..~~~.. ' .............................................................•..... ................•..........•.•.................•.•.........•.............. .••••••••••• • •••
•• •• •• ••• •
S. Ralph Lazrus HouselWarnshuis
est. 1964
•••••••
"Small rooms, big hearts"
• _J... __ .__~__
••••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •••••••••
•••••
•
•
••
• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
Benjamin T. Marshall House
est. 1961
•••••••••••••
.Current Info:
:Population: 97 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $7592.56
:Governor: Ali Calia Senator: Steve Leone
:Adoptees: Prof Karnared, Art and Danny from Harris
•••
•
Housefellow: Sarah Fleet
"Don't knock it 'til you rock it"
••••••••••••
-~'iL... ~-~.-- ----_ ..-
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:Currentlnfo:
:Population: 106 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $1995.09
:Governor: Ianthe Hensman•
;Adoptees: Office Mike and Toni from the Snack Shop..••
:Fun FaCIS:
Marv Foulke Morrison House
est. 1961
•:- Most likely to have a door propped (hopefully getting a new call box on the south door)
:- Best way to meet people in the dorm: burn your popcorn in one of our floor common rooms
•:and cause a "fire drill social" in the lot next to Morrisson
:- Claim to Main Street East
:- Least amount of "gold" in the new plex
:- Best Senior Parking
:HOuSefeIIOw:Amanda Calkins
•••••••
~
;,
;,-.
•••••••,
•$ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Everybody likes to get down in Mo-
town"
est. 1914
,Current Info:
:Population: 68 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $945.48
:Governor: Kathleen Callaghan, . .
:Adoptee: Theresa Ammirati
•••
:Fun Facts:
:-Perfectly located in the middle of everything:
:- Provides a community that has the potential to become very close knit
:-All freshmen girls in the basement•:-the HF suite is situated right in the middle so that its right in the middle of the community
:rather than off to the side like many of the larger dorms
•_Very acoustically situated so that nothing is going on in the dorm that is undetectable
Housefellow: Jennifer Ludgin
"We have the view of the south dorms, the
location of the central dorms, and are in close
proximity to all the dining halls on
campus ...all without the out of control dorm
damages of the big dorms. Now who says the
best things don't come in smaller packages?"
.,.....•.........................•.•............••.•..•.......•....•........
••••••••• ••••••
••••••••
•••••••••
Rosemarv Park House
est. 1961
:Currentlnfo:•
:Population: 89 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $945.48•
:Governor: Larissa Vasquez
•:Adoptee: David Canton
•••
:Fun FaCIS:
:- Named after the 5th president of Conn
: - Will use "Park it here" as their Camelympics slogan 9 times out of 10
:- Most secluded alcoves in the new plex for those seeking complete privacy
:- Great parking for all ages• •
••••
:Housefellow: Linas Krisciunas
•••••••••••••••••••••
••••
"If you've come to visit us, you're prob-i
•ably still trying to find you're way out"
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, .· ,,,
est. 1940
:Current Info:
:Population: 73 residents
:Governor: Jeremy Moore
Dorm Damages Last Year: $134.56
Senator:Erika Cohen
•••
:Fun Facts:
• :- Smith dining hall is all the good of harris without the wait.
:-lst floor has the highest ceilings of any dorm except for Knowlton.
:- The top two floors, although sub free, are louder than Windham, and KB
:_We lost our common room, but not our spirit!
:- Front phone is the most annoying frisbee golf hole on campus (to second floor residents,
•
•anyway)
Housefellow: Jesse Fink
"Half sub free, and still keepin'
it gangster"
•••••••••:.•.................................................................••.......
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Elizabeth C. Wright House
est. 1961
••••••••••••••••••..
•..
••••••
~..........
••••••,,,
'\
''\,
•••••••••
~
est. 1933
:Currenllnlo:
:Population: 103 residents
:Governor:, Joe Higgins
Dorm Damages Last Year: $2454.46
Senator: AJ Hanson
:Currenllnlo:
•:Population: 77 residents Dorm Damages Last Year: $3254.50
:Governor: Laura Irizarry-Garcia
••••••
•••
;
:Fun FaclS:
:- Only Plex dorm with a sub-free floor
:- The only dorm whose name lends itself to a plethora of possibilities for
:Camelympics apparel
•:Extreme proximity to the MOBROC barn allows for consistent nighttime tunes
:and entertainment
•
• :- A variety of residents from Nepal to California!
• •• •• •• •
:Fun Facls:•
:- Has had the most number of Kegs since the beginning of the year and kegs
:are presently reserved two weeks in advance.
•.- Winner of the 2002 Camelympics and is all set to win again!!
Houselellow: Sarmad Asif
: :Houselellow: Kristen Holzer• •• •• •• •"No comment." ••• : : "There's not truth, only interpretation. /I
! ••
: : : Nietszche ... But when you're
• ••: : : Wright, you're Right!" ..
: :: ~
t • • •
I • • •• • • •.. .. .• • • •...••••.........•••••••••••..•.•••••••••.•..............•.••••••••.••.•..............................•••.•••.............•••••••.....•.................•... ~
•••·.•••• LEARN HOW YOU CAN LEAD THE MOVE'l.tENT
TO END EDUCATIONAL INEQUITY.
•
Monday, October 4, 8:00 pm • era's Nest
with alumni guest speakers Trinity Broderick, '02 and Gretchen Spear, '02
/
l "•• l' .i'· r·••• sol'"••• '.~~~
l
b"1/
I
•
OUR GENERATION MUST TAKE ON THIS ISSUE.
TEACHFO MERICA
www. tea c h for am e ric a. 0 r 9
For individuals of all academic majors and career in erests. Full salary and b..ealthbenefits.
'".L-_---------------------.----:...-------;
-----------------------:--------------------------,
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To~p~T~e~n'ii:'Re~ie~c~te:A::dl~C~a~m~~el;'L'vm~p"!fic':":s~Ev~ents
10. Beruit
9. DDR(Dance Dance Revolution)
8. Cook-on using recvcled hot-line food
1. Walk-on aoolander style)
6. Plex maze (get from Marshall to Hamihon wnhout leav-
ing the building)
5. Water-skiing on the Thames
4. Cock fight!
3. Skunk punting
2. College Voice typo search
1. The Synchronized collar pop
Think ,ou have What it takes to witte the Top Teni' E-mail ,our ideas to
ccvolce@conncoll.edu and cheCII the lun page to see it ,ou made the cut.
Senior:
Anonvmous
"GeUing trashed and
winning gOld."
amel lose-Up
For all you people who keep complaining that the camel
close-up is too easy, try this one on for size, and no hint
this week. Keep sending your guesses to ccvoice@con-
ncoll.edu to see if you've got what it takes. Last week's
camel close-up was the cup holder in Harris. We got some
responses, but none of them were funny enough to print.
Camel Curiosities
Source:Toronto Zoo
Quoteable CL&.L&am..........e~ls~--......_·
Junior:
Anna Kaiper
"I'm excited for dorm
fashion."
Thediet Ofcamels: Grasses,juicy plants, leaves, branches, grains and dates. If forced by hunger they will eat fish, flesh, skins and bones.
Theythrive on saltY plants that are wholly rejected by other mammals. Camelsare said to need halophytes in their diet and will lose weight n
they are lacking.
ThiS week our roving reponer went out in search 01 students realin' and read» lor Camel,mpiCS. The quesuon: What CamelJmPlcsmoment are ,ou
most anticipatingi'
"Camelvpmics is, like,
totallv camel awesome!"
Sophomore:
Caeli Rubens
Freshman:
Dannv Keiser
"I can't wait to see Nonh
Campus get Obliterated."
nough? Send YOUR ideaG for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more ali~ration.
Women's Tennis Continues Upswing
By YONI FREEMAN
MANAGING EDITOR
Conn's women's tennis team last
weekend managed to leave their
marks at the ITA tournament, hosted
by Williams College. In the singles
action, Beret Rernak '07, Laura
Demoureille '05, Britt Fallon '07
and Lisa Steckmest '08 all compet-
ed.
Remak, especially, was able to
move ahead in the brackets through
her wins. On the doubles side of the
action, Amanda Poe '07,
Demoureille, Remak and Steckmest
represented Conn. Conn competed
well, but Amberst won both the sin-
gles and doubles sides of the tourna-
ment.
In the singles matches, Remak
beat her Wheaton College competi-
tor 6-0 and 6-1. In the second round
she overcame the Williams represen-
tative 7-5 and 6-4. Remak was able
continued from page 14
,,
The other players in the doubles,
Remak and Steckrnest, were able to
defeat Trinity's players 8-2 in the
first round before losing in the sec-
ond round to Colby 8-6.
Coach Paul Huch said "The team
did fantastic, especially Beret who
was able to beat the number four
seed, who was ranked 33rd last
year."
On the team's overall perform-
ance so far this year he said, "We
have a very strong freshmen contri-
bution and a very good recruiting
class. Our team has a lot of depth
and this is the key to success."
The Camels, since the ITA
Tournament, have been winning.
Last Wednesday they were able to
beat Mount Holyoke by the convinc-
ing score of 7-2. Their next home
gam will be on Sunday, October 3rd
against Holy Cross, starting at 2:00.
stars like Varitek and Martinez. With
so much riding on this year, look for
the Red Sox to mature and take that
next step. Keith Foulke can shut the
door and Scott Williamson, along
with Mike Timlin, will remember
last year's magic and torture the
Yankee hitters. Manny and Big
Daddy Ortiz will be 100 much for
any opposing pitching staff to over-
come. Red Sox nation will rejoice
this year unless .....
20. The World Series pits the
Cubs against tbe Sox. Will we be
around to see it, or will the apoca-
lypse happen, preventing us from
seeing such a spectacle? After last
y~ar it just seems like it won't hap-
pen for another million years. BUI
here in 2004, the pieces are all set. I
don't know who I'll be rooting for,
since I have ties to both teams, but I
guess I'll be throwing my weight
behind the Sox.
As I look into my crystal ball,
however, I see a disturbing sight: It's
Nomar hitting the game-winning
home run in the bottom of the ninth
inning of Gam eyejl' n~ejl",a~
Park. Thai would be an appropriale
ending to everything, wouldn't it?
Please, do not mistake what I am saying, because it
'is completely unacceptable for anyone, professional ath-
lete or not, tal respond to verbal harassment with vio-
lence. What I am saying is that maybe we need to give
credit to the hundreds of athletes who manage to per-
<form at the highest levels of their respective sports
:o.espite being sometimes only feet away from fans who
~ow no class and treat them as if they aren't human
beings. That's a part of sports, though; it's why they get
"aid the big bucks. In Milton Bradley's case, what did he
do wrong? All he did was raise his voice, point at the
guy, and return the beer bottle thai the fan clearly was
missing. How could he be expected to concentrate on
playing a Major League Baseball game in the middle of
a pennant race if he's worried about fans throwing things
at him? Could you blame him when he doesn't have to
'go far back to remember when two fans ran onto the
field and attacked the Kansas City Royals first base
coach, who was old man? Or when fans in Philadelphia
started to throw batteries from the outfield bleachers at
their own player? I sure can't. I've sat in those Dodger
Stadium bleachers many times, and I can tell you that
the "no alcohol" rule doesn't do much to stop the rowdy
Doyers fans.
What troubles me is that fans have too many rights.
Drinking is certainly a part of the problem, but it is
impossible to restrict those who drink responsibly in
order to curtail the small percentage of fans that abuse
their rights. Milton Bradley broke no law, and should be
punished accordingly, without any suspension. In order
to send the message that ballparks are not isolated from
the laws that govern this country, the fan that threw the
beer at Milton Bradley should be prosecuted to the same
extent as Frankie Francisco. By setting this precedent
and following it in the future, fans will be deterred from
acting so savagely, and players' coaches will be able to
do their jobs without having to consider the threat of
being attacked by fans.
continued from page 14
continued from page 14
on the ball, the shot sailed wide and
the game remained tied. Then, with
less than 20 minutes remaining,
Western struck.
Bradley Fidler '07 converted a
near-sided goal to give the Colonials
a 1-0 lead. In the 88th minute, Jason
Duran tallied an insurance goal for
.the visitors, sealing the victory as
time expired. With the loss, the
Camels fell to 2-5 on the season, and
0-3 in NESCAC competition.
Although the season has started
in somewhat disappointing fashion,
one need only' remember the prior
year, when Conn found itself on a
late season run, narrowly missing
tho NESCAC Tournament with a 1-0
'101s to Middlebury. The strength of
this young team will only grow as
the year winds on, and experience is
gained. Close losses to some of
Division Ill's brightest teams is a
sure sign that Conn men's soccer is
ors a steady rise, and the rest of the
season should be an exciting one to
watch. .
Women's soccer has also been m
action during the past week, with the
Camels reaching their third straight
vic'ory in a 3-1 cision at Mt.
H01yoke. Midfielder Claire Linden
'08 gave the Camels the early lead m
the 24th minute, converting a comer
kick from Margaret Bacon '06. In
the 32nd minute, Maggie Driscoll
gave the visitors a 2-0 lead on a pass
from Linden. Going into halftime up
two goals is always a big advantage
in soccer, and Conn made sure they
didn't let it slip away. Although a
goal was conceded early in the sec-
ond half, the Camels quickly
answered.
In the 60th minute of play,
Christa Thoeresz '05 netted her sec-
ond goal in as many games 10 give
her team the added insurance they
needed to preserve the win. Thus far,
the women's team has displayed
confidence in attacking the goal, and
their perseverance has had excellent
results. Conn's next match-up was
that Saturday, a road game against
Bates College.
The first half saw the Camels
controlling the majority of play with
strong defense, but the Bobcats
struck first in the 23rd minute of
play 10open up a narrow lead. Conn
tied the score as time was running
out in the first half, with Christa
Thoeresz tallying her fourth goal of
the season. Margaret Bacon assisted
on the crpssing ball that found
Thoeresz with just over five minutes
remaining.
The second half remained dead-
locked, with neither team willing to
concede what could prove to be the
winning goal. With less than five
minutes remaining in regulation,
Bates' Kim Alexander '07 found the
back of the net, dealing a crushing
blow to the visiting Camels.
With the loss, the team fell to 3-
2 on the season, and 1-2 in NESCAC
competition. Although unable to win
a fourth consecutive game, the
Camels are confident that their win-
ning ways will continue throughout
the year.
"As a team we really picked up
our play and we knew that we
played our hardest." Added Caeli
Rubens '07. "Our only disappoint-
ment was that the score didn't reflect
the game."
Conn out-shot the Bobcats 16-10
in the game, showing no shortage of
offensive production. Although the
late goal was disappointing, the
Camels can be proud of their tough
play, and will look to start another
win streak with a horne match-up
against the Coast Guard Academy
on Thursday afternoon. The College
Voice wishes both the men and
women's foccer teams luck on their
upcoming matches.
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Cross Country Teams Compete in
Jumbo Invitational at Tufts University
BY WIU TOMASIAN
GUEST WRITER
time of 29: 12.26.
Freshman Heather Stanish of Guilford finished 12th
overall at the Tufts University Invitational in Grafton,
Mass, leading the Connecticut College Camels to a sev-
enth place showing and a score of 157 points. Stanish
posted a time of 23:51 on the 6k course, garnering All-
Invitational honors for the third consecutive week.
Amherst College, the fourth ranked learn in the nation,
won the invitational with a score of 27 points. #16 Tufts
University was second (67), and Trinity College scored
81 points to lake third place. Freshman Elizabeth Claise
was the second Camel to cross the finish line, posting a
time of 25: 19 in 39th place. Emily Ricketson was 43rd
overall, logging a time of 25: 19. Sophomore Brenna
Muller of Guilford checked in with a time of 25:47 in
45th place. Junior Chloe O'Connell was 50lh overall,
posting a time of 25:54. Senior tri-captain Meredith
Stebbins completed the course in 26:04 for 55th place
overall. Laura Bernardi (Guiflord) rounded out the top
seven in 56th place with a time of 26: 12.
The Connecticut College men's cross country team
traveled to Grafton, Mass. for the Jumbo Invitational
hosted by Tufts University Saturday. The Camels were
5th out of 10 teams at the meet, scoring I 19 points.
Junior captain John Ridyard and freshman Aaron
Wheeler each garnered All-Invitational honors by plac-
ing in the top 15 of the field. Ridyard was I lth with a
time of 27: 13.08 and Wheeler cruised to the finish Iine
with a time of 27:24.78 in 15th place. Tufts University
won the invitational with a score of 22 points. Keene
State was second (64) and Trinity College (81) earned
third place. Junior Brian Adams posted a time of
28: 16.54 in 32nd place. Freshman Vitaly Theriault
checked in with a time of28:32.12 in 40th place. Junior
Jason Fitzgerald logged a time of 28:51.87 for 47th
place. Senior co-captain Luca DiGregorio was 50th
overall with a time of 29:01.52. Freshman Brendan
Curran rounded out the top seven in 53rd place with a
Camel Of The Week: Dylan Matzinger '06
By PETER STERLING
AssQGIm SPORTS EDITOR
The sport of water polo has been
steadily increasing in popularity at
Conn over recent years, thanks to
dedicated team members and grow-
ing campus support. One member of
the team, Dylan Matzinger '06, has
stood out since his arrival at Conn
from California in the fall of 2002.
Since then, Matzinger has become a
leader of the Camels' water polo
team, and a communityleader in and
out of the pool. This past Saturday,
Matzinger netted two goals in a loss
to Fordham University, and another
tally in a tough defeat at the hands of
St. Francis College. Although the
team has dropped to 0-2 on the year,
the season is still young with many
matches to come. Matzinger, a veter-
an in his ninth year overall playing
polo, is a co-captain along with
Brendan Paradis '05. The two early
losses have certainly not fazed him.
"We are stronger this year than
we have been in the past, II stated
Matzinger. IIOUf team has great
otential.,'
Dylan's experience in the water
made him an immediate success
upon his arrival to New London. His
freshman year, he received second
all tournament team honors at the
DIll Championships, and was
Matzinger captains the water polo team, and also devotes time volunteering. (Holt)
named to the first learn the following Matzinger's tough play and leader-
year at the same tournament. Water ship in the pool has certainly earned
polo is not his only passion, howev- him the respect of his teammates as
er. well.
"I do a lot of photography on the "When Dylan is in the water,
side," he added. lilt's been a passion great things happen," stated team-
of mine since back in high school. It mate Gerald Wols '07. "He is the
allows me to see everything in a dif- engine that drives this team in and
ferent way, particularly focusing on out of the water. II
detail." -'we..at.the College Voice congrat-
In addition to a full course ulate Dylan Matzinger for his
schedule, photography, and count- accomplishments in the pool, as well
less hours in the pool, Matzinger as throughout the community. The
also volunteers his extra time in Conn water polo team has their next
community service as a member of match this Thursday night ~gainS1
KBA (Kids, Books, and Athletics.) Brown University, at 7:30 pm.
LOOKING FOR A GREAT WAY TO DEVELOP
YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS, MAKE NEW
FRIENDS, AND HAVE A GREAT TIME?
What is Best Buddies?
Best Buddies is an international, non-profit volunteer organization that establishes one-to-nne
friendships between college students and persons with intellectual disabilities for one ocodemrc
year.
Who or what is a CollegeBuddyDirector?
A College Buddy Director is a full time, undergraduate student who assumes the leadership
respansibility of organiZing, lending, nnd maintaining a successful chapter of Best Buddies at
Connecitcut College.
Best Buddies wants you to be the next CollegeBuddyDirector at
Connecitcut College
Peace Corps
Life i¥alIing. How far will you go.
www.peacecorps.gov 800.424.8580
Can you inlagine yourself providing health education in
Tonga, organizing a forestation project in Senegal, or teaching
English inUzbekistan?
174 Connecticut College graduates have
served in Peace Corps since 1961 -
16 are currently serving.
Will you be next?
Meet Peace. Corps Recruiter and former Vofurrteer- .Anclre-cvBurtless:
General InforD:lationMeeting
Wednesday, October 6, 2004
7:00 Plll- 8:00 pOI
For location, visit '~ocal events" at web address betow
to defeat Amherst in the third round
6- I and 6-4. Unfortunately, she lost
in the quarterfinals to Wesleyan 5-7,
6-4 and 10-7. Demoureille, a Conn
senior and the captain of the
women's team, was beaten by Tufts
in a tough match, 7-5 and 6-2.
"It was a tough match,"
Demoureille said. "My competitor
was very consistent. It just wasn't
my day," she added. Demoureille
also remarked that "the next time I
am up in a set I need to leam how to
finish it out."
In the doubles, Demoureille
teamed up with Poe to face Amherst.
They tried their best, but in the end
lost 8-0. The match ended on a
lighter note, however, when they
played Tufts in a consolation round.
They beat them 9-7. On her team-
mate, Demoureille remarked
IIAmanda is a very solid partner with
great volleys. II
Carter: 1\venty Playoff Predictions
16. Even though the last 2 years
someone gotta beat 'em. have produced surprise World Series
10. It's the year of the Red Sox, winners, this year will be different.
or at least that's what it should be. The Twins aren't gonna win. Sorry. I
II. Alex Rodriguez will choke have a feeling that the winner might
on the biggest stage of his career. just come from the AL East.
That's right, C-H-O-K-E. Isn't 13 a 17. It is the year of the Cubs or
bad luck number anyway? Red Sox. The left shoulder of Gary
12. As soon as we know that the Sheffield which has carried the
Red Sox and Yankees will face off Yankees throughout much of this
for the right to go to the World season will finally succumb to the
Series every non-Yankee fan will cold and wind. With it will come the
throw their support behind the Sox fall of the Evil Empire as well. Sadly
in hopes that they defeat the Evil the Yankees, never ones to miss a
Empire. beat, will announce immediately
13. Alas, there's no Don Zimmer afterwards the signings of Carlos
to get tossed 10 the ground, but Beltran, and the acquisition of
someone will be embarrassed in a Randy Johnson.
bullpen clearing brawl at some point 18. Why the Cubs will win it all:
during the playoffs. It's been too long for Cub fans to be
14. Trash-talking will reach ulti- tortured like this. No world series
mate highs this year if the Red Sox since the 40's, Steve Bartman, 1984,
can get by the Yanks. JuS! make. sure the Goat Curse, and so many other
you talk smack to the right person bad mishaps. After falling short last
though. year, this will be the year that they
15. It's easy to hate him, but if finally break through and win. With
given a chance to shine, Barry an awesome pitching staff, and a
Bonds will definitely put on a show star-studded lineup, there's no way
these Jl.layoffs against whoever ~are.~ they~jI fall short this year,
to pitch to him. Without question, 19. Why the Red Sox will win it
ope of the game's greatest players, all: They've really suffered enough.
it/ld no, he's not juiced up. Plus, it could be the last hurrah for
;Widdoes: Baseball Fans Out Of Control?
-------=~--~
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SPORTS
1\venty
Playoff
Predictions
OK, by the time you get around
to reading this article the playoffs
will probably be determined aod my
predictions will all be wrong. In aoy
case, it's my duty to bring them to
you, especially since I know I'll be
right after all. Currently there are 11
teams with postseason aspirations, 5
of them, as of
Wednesday
night, already
having reser-
vations to go
to the big
dance. It's
been a long
year for base-
ball but when
we all look
back, there should be more positive
than negative moments. Among
those special ones should be the
Montreal Expos finally finding what
appears to be a permanent home.
Congratulations to all you Expos
fans out there (that's like three of
you, right?) and good luck playing in
the nation's capital.
In other news, though the regular
season awards won't be given out
until after the playoffs, I'll spare you
all the drama, and tell you the big
ones now.
AL CY Young: Johan Saotaoa
NL CY Young: Roger Clemens
AL MVP: Gary Sheffield
NL MVP: Adrian Beltre
AL Rookie: Bobby Crosby
PAUL CARTER
Viewpoint
continued on page 13
Camel Soccer Squads Hit Rough Patch Baseball
IlY PmR STERLING Fans Out Of
AssOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
Control?The past week has been a toughone for the Conn men's soccer team.
One of the bright spots for Conn
thus far this season has been senior
captain Jon Knights, who has kept
many of the games close with bril-
liant saves and steady goaltending.
On Saturday, Conn traveled to
Lewiston, Maine for an afternoon
contest against Bates College. Prior
to the match, Knights had recorded
an astounding 25 saves in his last
two starts. Again, the Camels were
unable to break into the scoring col-
umn early, aod fell behind 2-0 to the
Bobcats when the first half drew to a
close. Bates then broke away, going
on a torrid 6-0 run before the
Camels were able to get on the
board. What would prove to be the
lone Camel goal came from a Chris
Davis '08 feed that found Andy
Carten '08 breaking to the net.
Although Conn fought until the final
whistle, the Bobcats had built an
insurmountable lead, aod the game
concluded with the home team pre-
vailing in solid fashion, with a 7-1
win.
Wednesday, Conn hosted
Western Connecticut State
University for an afternoon match
on Harkness green. The game was
played in dismal weather, with
soggy turf aod a chill in ' the air.
Despite the day, faithful fans
emerged to watch the Camels battle
WCSU, in hopes of a home victory.
With the exception of the away loss
at Bates, Conn has played every foe
Themen's soccer team suffered losses ~oBates and WCSU,while the women fell to Bates ut came back to beat Mount HO~loke. So/ad)
extremely well, resulting in a few steady play and the direction of Conn was unable to capitalize. The
close losses, as well as tight victo- Knights. Going into halftime with a best chance came in the 63rd minute
ries. Wednesday's contest proved to scoreless game has certainly been of play, when forward Win
be no different, as the Camels held something the Camels have grown Robinson '08 fed Lee Camfield '06
Western to a scoreless first half. accustomed to thus far this year, and as he made a run to the right post.
With defender Eric Suffoletto '06 they knew that tough play would Although Camfield got a good foot
out of the lineup with a concussion, lead to chances in the last 45 min-
the defense filled the gap well with utes. Although these chances came, continued on page 13
Field Hockey Notches First Win in Overtime
AssocIATE SPORrS EDITOR
On Tuesday, the Conn College
field hockey team recorded its first
win of the season, after a blistering
series of close losing efforts. The
win ended a season-long drought in
which the Camels seemed to drop
every close contest by an unforesee-
able catastrophe or ao amalgamation
of mishaps.
After leading for much of
Saturday's game at NESCAC rival
Bates, the hosts knotted the score in
the final seconds of the first half aod
closed out the win with a late second
half goal. It was the Camels (1-5, 0-
3), however, who provided the late
heroics on Saturday.
The game at Wellesley College
remained tied through regulation.
With hardly a minute elapsed in the
overtime period Jill Mauer '08
rocked home the game-winner,
sending the Conn faithful into a state
of euphoria.
Given the state of affairs in the
field hockey program this fall,
Saturday's win may very well be
antidote for the poison seemingly
affecting the Camel offense. The
season has thus far lacked a big goal,
one that would open the levies and
set forth a gush of scoring. Katie
Williams '07 scored a big goal early
last Saturday against Bates, yet the
team failed to protect the lead and
the win slipped away.
Mauer, a new face in Conn ath-
letics carries hopes for the future of
the program. Williams' play in the
midfield has been spectacular all
year, yet a balaoced scoring attack
has yet to be seen.
The offense seemed to be fight-
ing the tides of fate for all of last
week, especially when Conn
dropped a 1-0 game against perenni-
al NEWMAC doormat and easy
opponent Clark University. The
Camels out-shot the visitors 29-4 in
the match. Said a retrospective
Williams, "The (Clark) game was
really disappointing ... ! thought
we'd take it and it was hard to not be
down."
Things are looking up on the
defensive side of the ball as well.
Early in the season it appeared that '
the veteran Conn defense had lost a
step from last year. In early losses to
Williams, Middlebury and
Springfield the defense gave up a
combined 12 goals. It is true these
programs have garnered national
attention as powerhouse programs in
recent years; nevertheless, last Fall
the Camel backfield routinely kept
games with ranked opponents close
and within reach.
Stephanie Cole '05 aod Corey
McAuliffe seemed to have found
their stride and ability to shut down
opponents' top scorers. In addition,
Ashley Kenerson ' 06 has the hot
hand in the NESCAC. In the last
three games she has surrendered
only 2 goals. On Saturday, Kenerson
pitched a shutout to force the gold-
en-goal overtime against Wellesley.
Next week, the Camels will trav-
el to Wesleyan for a trans-state
NESCAC match with serious impli-
cations. Conn needs a win badly,
both to sustain momentum aod work
towards the .500 record it deserves.
The following Wednesday, Conn
will play host to Gordon College.
Both of these matches aremust-wins
and, hopefully, confidence boosters
for the rest of the season. The sec-
ond half of the schedule is quite
tough; five of the [mal six games are
against NESCAC opponents, aod
the last two games are 'on the road.
All ugly memories from the first half
of the season could easily be
brushed away with a win against
Trinity on October 9, Parent's
Weekend.
Things are indeed looking up for
the field hockey team. At the
halfway mark, here, the combined
shot differential vs. all opponents is
even. The defense is now kicking it
into high gear and the offense show-
ing sparks of success. it could very
well be a wild ride to the finish.
Come out to Silfen Field next
Wednesday or Saturday to catch a
game. If fail to see field hockey
action this season, you really just
fail yourself.
To recap the season thus far: the
Camels opened the 2004 campaign
with four straight tough losses. The
season-opener was up at perennial
power Middlbury College, where
the Camels suffered a 5-0 loss. The
Camels fell 3-1 at Springfield, then
ended up with two consecutive
shutout losses. Williams and Clark
beat Conn 4-0 aod 1-0, respectively,
before the Camels rebounded to beat
Wellesley.
On Tuesday night, in a game
against the Colorado Rockies, Los
Angeles Dodgers right fielder Milton
Bradley struck out, leading him to
break his bat with his hands in frus-
tration. The next inning, he dropped
a line drive that he lost in the lights.
Two runs scored as a result of the
error. Neither
of these events
would be that
significant if INI
they didn't
lead to some-
thing much
worse. Before
!go into that, CHARLIE WIDDOES
let me set the Viewpoint
scene. With a
playoff spot on the line, Dodgers
fans realize that their team can ill
afford to make such mistakes.
On that same night, the hated San
Francisco Giants won their game,
which would have moved them to
within two games of the Dodgers in
the standings, had L.A, not miracu-
lously come back from a 4-0 deficit
to win in the bottom of the ninth.
With all of these circumstances in
mind, one boneheaded Dodgers fan
decided to let Bradley know of his
dissatisfaction by throwing a beer
bottle in his general direction.
Granted, the hottle was plastic,
opened, and inaccurately thrown, but
Ibelieve that those details are incon-
sequential. To say Milton Bradley
has a temper is an understatement,
so, true to form, he walked from his
position across the notoriously vast
foul territory of Dodger Stadium to
the edge of the stands where the fan
who threw the bottle was sitting.
If watching this, most baseball
fans would probably remember an
incident from two weeks ago in
which Texas Rangers relief pitcher
Frank Francisco responded to some
heckling fans by hurling a bullpen
chair into the stands that found its
way to an A's fan's face. Francisco
was arrested on the spot and sus-
pended for the rest of the year, as he
should have been. In his ease,
Bradley retaliated, but only by
yelling at the fan and pointing his
finger aod emphatically slamming
the empty bottle down in front of the
feet of the fao. it should be noted that
at no point did he or the bottle make
any contact with the fan. He was
thrown out of the game, aod many
baseball experts expect him to be
suspended.
Harold Reynolds and John Kruk,
of ESPN's BasebalJ Tonight, predict-
ed that he would be suspended for
the rest of the year, which would be
especially significant for a team like
the Dodgers, who will most likely be
in the playoffs. After watching this
story develop, I have to ask this ques-
tion: At what point do fans become'
accountable? Why is it that arenas
and stadiums are somehow governed
by a different set of rules thao every-
where else in this country? Athletes,
while they sometimes make bad
decisions on the field of play, exer-
cise extraordinary restraint an over-
whelming majority of the time. For
every Frankie Francisco or Jeff
Nelson, there are hundreds of ath-
letes who ignore harassment from
fans that may be harmless heckling
but can be as serious as death threats.
1 challenge anyone who reads this to
"tum the other cheek" to thousands
of people criticizing every move you
make, people who find nothing too
inappropriate to yell at you.
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NL R~okie: Jason Bay
Well now it's time for the big fin-
ish and in light of my 20th birthday
(that's right, Oct. 5, the same day
that the playoffs start,) here are, in no
particular order, 20 playoff predic-
tions.
I. Some Common Room on this
campus (Marshall perhaps?) will
undoubtedly be jammed packed with
students catching all the big Red Sox
playoff games.
2. If you're a St. Louis Cardinals
fan, your amazing season, filled with
unexpected pitching success and
explosive offensive production will
crash and bum within a short four
games.
3. If you thought watching
Byung-Hyun Kim against the
Yankees in 200 I was bad enough,
imagine watching Octavio Dotel
pitching in this year's playoffs.
Disaster.
4. Any fans sitting down the left
'field line at Wrigley Field will be
'careful not to get Moises Alou angry.
Furthermore, no one will sit in the
seat that Steve Bartman sat in. ' After scoring one goal in thefirst four games oj the season, the field hockey came up with a big 1-0 win in or at Wellesley.(VoiceArchive)
5. Though 1 have never met a By STEVE STRAUSS
Twins fan at this school, iam confi-
dent that this year, for some reason, 1
will finally meet someone who roots
for a small market team.
6. At some point during this
year's playoffs there will be a great
game that you will miss due to
schoolwork, party or something that
you will regret not being able to wit-
ness.
7. The Yankees have finally fig-
ured out how to hit Pedro, and Pedro
was right to admit that the other day.
8. Curt Schilling is the mao who
can bring the Red Sox a champi-
onship. He's done it before against
the Yanks, and he's capable of doing
it again.
9. The Dodgers will finally break
their streak of losing in the playoffs
by beating the Atlanta Braves. Why?
Because 1 can't stand the Braves and
continued on page 13
Men's Soccer:
-9/25 @ Bates 1-7
-9/29 vs. WCSU 0-2
-10/2 @ Wesleyan, 2:00
Women's Soccer:
-9/25 @ Bates, 1-2
-9/30 vs. USCGA, 4:00
/
-~O/2@ Wesleycn, 11:00
Camel Scoreboard
Women's Tennis:
-9/29 vs. Mt. Holyoke, 7-2
-9/30 @ Wesleyan, 3:00
-10/3 vs. Holy Cross, 2:00
Mens's Tennis:
-1017, vs. Trinity, 3:00
-10/9-10, Bates College Invitational
Volleyball:
-9/25 vs. WPI, 3-0
-9/25 vs. Clark, 3-1
-10/1 @Rhode Island College Inv., TBA
Field Hockey:
-9/25 @ Bates, 1-2
-9/28 @ Wellesley, 1-0 (OT)
-10/2 @Wesleyan, 11:00
